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As the waves of ocean (Sagar) encapsulate 
diverse life forms, so does ‘Sagarika – the annual 
school magazine” in its pages.  It captures and 
condenses divergent and vibrant hues of students’ 
imagination. Sagarika reflects the fine blend of 
children’s originality in thought, creativity in art 
forms and prowess in academics.

It is a moment of immense delight and pride to 
present yet another unique and creative compilation 
by the young and talented ‘swans’ of Bal Bharati 
Public School, Navi Mumbai. The multifarious 
content of the publication will transport you through 
a journey of insightful and thought provoking 
write-ups. Sure you would be spellbound by the 
spectacular art work by the young artists. Flipping 
through the leaves of ‘Sagarika’ would definitely 
stimulate and motivate your mind and facilitate 
you to experience unalloyed joy.

To help you with a bit more of enriched reading, the 
editorial team has dipped its oar in the turbulent 
sagar waves and helped Sagarika sail to the shore 
of publication.

We are thankful to our Principal, Mr. Ganesh 
Parameswaran, for his able guidance and 
motivation to work tirelessly.

We wish our readers the very best and hope that 
all will have a wonderful time turning the pages of 
‘Sagarika 2017-2018.’

“The most important thing is to read as much as 
you can” said J.K. Rowling.  So………read on, rest 
not.

Read on…..
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1. Music Club (AAROH) 

 The activities conducted by the club are given below:

 a.  A team of students participated in an All India level music competition. The event was organized 

by Change@Itihaas- Anveshan 2017. The lyrics were written and composed by the members of  

the team.

 b.  A captivating Carnatic Vocal Musical Concert was held in the school auditorium. This was presented 

by renowned team of artists. The programme was attended by selected students, parents and 

Principals of Navi Mumbai schools. 

 c.   Students of classes VI and VII participated in a workshop on Choir singing. Parents and staff took 

part in this funfilled musical show.

 d.  A solo singing competition was organized for the parents. They actively participated in this event. 

The winners were given prizes and every participant was given a certificate of participation.

 e.   A musical extravaganza was held in the school auditorium in which Mr. Neil Khopkar - school 

alumnus left the audience spellbound by his outstanding performance. Individual as well as group 

performance by our students also mesmerized the audience. 

2. Dance Club (Nupur)

 Nupur, the school Dance club organized dance programmes for students as well as parents.

 a)  Parents Solo Dance Competition was held in the school. Large number of parents took part in the 

competition which was judged by experts in the field.

 b)   Nupur team participated in cultural festival VJHS CAFE’ 17 organized by Vishwajyot High  

School, Kharghar.

 c)  As part of special assembly held on Republic Day, students of Nupur performed an enthralling 

patriotic dance.

 d)  Renowned Assamese dancer Ms. Manushri Dingia enthralled the audience with a new classical form 

of dance – ‘Sattriya’ and Ms.Poorva Pandit performed Kathak for the students of classes VII & VIII.  

A group of students of classes V – VIII also performed Kathak.

Club Activities
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3. Literary Club

 Mission English was initiated in the school. 

  To develop and enhance the vocabulary and its usage Spell Bee activity was held for the students of 

classes VI to X in their respective classes. Students participated enthusiastically and promised to work 

towards improving their word power in English.

  Parents of classes III to XI were invited to attend Gavels workshop. The organizers apprised the parents 

about the importance of Gavels club by demonstrating situations with the help of students already 

enrolled in the club. They were also motivated to send their wards to this club for developing command 

upon spoken English and overall personality development.

  Various activities related to English language were planned and carried out throughout the year for 

the students of all classes.

4. Book Club

  Vivlio the Book Club entered its sixth year. The word Vivlio is derived from a language whose fabled 

Midas touch still shines brightly in English, a language widely known as Greek. The word has a  

much-mellowed meaning that is ‘a Book.’

  The book club has had a varied and interesting year. The activities range from debates, 

author introduction/discussion, quiz, book mark making, book cover designing to different  

summer challenges.

   ‘Reading Challenge’ sparked the most scintillating discussions. Students read various books and held 

discussions on the authors and their works. These discussions gave rise to the ‘Writing Challenge’.

  The imaginative seeds from these books took root in the fertile minds of the members of the club, only 

to spin off book reviews and short stories of their own. 

5. Career Alley

   With an aim to help students understand their own self, as well as work trends, Career Alley club has 

been set up. This would help them take an informed decision about career and relevant educational 

requirements. The activities have been spread throughout the academic year as per the classes in 

order to keep them updated about the latest trends. Class wise workshops, lectures on different career 

options like Oceanography, Hotel Management, Bio Technology and many other fields were conducted 

by experts/alumni/resource persons. 
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I, feel blessed to have got the opportunity to be associated with the student council as the Head Boy for the 

year 2017-18. Being part of the council, a student gets to learn something out of the box. By simply working 

as a team, organizing and managing the school events like Annual Day, Teachers' Day, Farewell celebrations 

and many more, we learn the importance of teamwork, discipline, determination and time management 

- which are learnt best out ofthe class.It is only after one leaves the cosy confines of school one realises 

the impact of being member of the school student council. The unsure school boy has developed as an 

individual who is more confident, more evolved and a little more worldly wise. A student who actively 

participates in the student council activities definitely develops decision-making ability knowingly or 

unknowingly which stays with him throughout his life. I consider being a part of the student council as one 

of the biggest boons of my life for the positive changes it brought in me. Needless to say, I would be forever 

grateful to the Principal and teachers for considering me worthy enough for the responsibility. My heartfelt 

thanks to the other members of the student council without whose cooperation and support I would not 

have been able to make tall claims today. I will cherish the memories of those days throughout my life. I 

would like to say one thing at the end that my school leaves no stone unturned in churning out responsible 

students who are future ready. Thanks to the Principal, Vice Principal, HMs and all my teachers.

Head Boy Speaks
Shikhar Agrawal

6. Social Awareness Club

 a.   The school RSP team conducted workshops and awareness session on the theme Life Saving Knots 

and First Aid. 

 b.  Rangers, the school Cycle Club organized cycle rally on different themes. Some of them were Rain 

Water Harvesting, Car Pooling, Beat the Heat, Say NO to plastics.

 c.   BBPS-MUN was conducted for the students of classes V, IX to XII. Selected members of the student 

council were incharge for this event. Students representing various countries as their delegates 

discussed and debated upon important international issues. 

 d. A Mock Evacuation drill was conducted on 04/10/17 and 07/12/17 for classes Prep I to XII.

 e.   To mark Earth Day, special assembly was held in which saplings were planted by the Principal. To 

increase the green cover for a better tomorrow students and staff planted saplings as part of Tree 

Plantation Drive. Various activities were held to sensitize the children further and to spread a strong 

message for changing our mind-sets to save our planet Earth. 
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Date Name of the Workshop/Seminar Attended by(class) Resource Person / 
Organisation

18/08/17 Preparation for Physics Board Exam Science students of class XI and XII Shri. Suraj Prakash

18/08/17 Golden Ratio - Centre of Mass Science students of class XI and XII Prof. Vijay Singh

19/08/17 Effective Parenting Parents of Primary and Pre-primary Classes Dr. Aaradhana Sharma

04/10/17 Career options in Designing XII Pearl Academy

04/10/17 Children in Cyber Space XI Mr. Suresh Menon

07/11/17 Bullying VIII School Counselor

08/11/17 Bullying VII School Counselor

09/11/17 Career Talk XII Mr. Shadab Siddqui

10/11/17 How to be Successful XI Dr. Kakoli Bose

14/11/17 Growing Up VI Ms. Julie Jose 

15/11/17 Bullying VI School Counselor

17/11/17 DSK Design Olympiad VIII - XII School Counselor

28/11/17 Growing Up VII Ms. Julie Jose, Ms. Anjali Kapri

29/11/17 Growing Up VIII Ms. Julie Jose, Ms. Anjali Kapri

30/11/17 Career talk on Company Secretaryship XI and XII Ms. Lachmi Bhat

09/12/17  
& 10/12/17

Quantum Wonders X Prof. Hari Om Jani 
RAM Foundation

05/01/18 Orientation for Europe Trip Class VI-X EdTerra Adventure Travels

24/02/18 Orientation for Solan Trip Boys of class VI-VII along with parents BBPS, NM

12/04/18 Career Awareness Students of class IX Ms. Shraddha Madan &  
Ms. Kumud Munshi

18/04/18 Innovative Science Students of classes VIII, IX and X Ms. Sincy from IRIS

21/04/18 Career Planning Students & parents of classes IX, X and XII Mr. Shadab Siddique 

19/06/18 Oceanography Students of classes X and XII Mr. Narpat Singh Rathore

22/06/18 Hotel Management Studies Students of classes X and XII Ms. Adrija Sengupta

30/07/18 Biotechnology Students of class X and XI & XII (Science) Ms. Sohni Tagore

31/07/18 Growing Up Girls of classes VI, VII, VIII and IX Ms. Julie Jose &  
Ms. Shraddha Madan

Seminars And Workshops

For Students / Parents
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Date Name of the Workshop/Seminar Attended by Organized by

18/08/17 to 
19/08/17

Capacity Building Program on 
Challenging Areas of Class X 
Mathematics

Ms. Sapna Sreekumar and  
Ms. Sneha C.

CBSE at Reliance Foundation 
School, Navi Mumbai

08/08/17 Guidelines on effective Question Paper Class Teachers of I and  
II standard

Vice Principal

18/08/17 Helping create lives that matter Teachers of Primary and  
Pre-primary

Dr. Aaradhana Sharma

19/08/17 Classroom Management Teachers of Primary and  
Pre-primary

Dr. Aaradhana Sharma

19/08/17 Inquiry based Science Teaching Science teachers Shri. Suraj Prakash

19/08/17 Effective Communication Teachers of Secondary and  
Sr. Secondary

Ms. Neelam Kumar

13/09/17 to 
25/09/17

ICT workshop on MS-Office tools  
and Techniques

Selected teachers of various 
Departments

Teachers  of Computer 
Department

24/11/17 Quality Evaluation Ms. Archana K & Ms. Suja K. CBSE

28/11/17 to 
01/12/17

Physics Olympiad Exposure Ms. Archana M. Physics Olympiad Team 

16/12/17 Master Training Programme CBSE 

18/12/17  
& 19/12/17

E-learning Through MOODLE Vice Principal Mr. Martin Dougiamas
CEO & Founder, MOODLE

05/01/18 Capacity Building  
Programme- Remodelled Structure of 
Assessment-2018

Ms. Poornima S. & Ms. Archana K. CBSE 

13/01/18 to 
14/01/18

Capacity Building in  
Communicative English

Ms. Nidhi Joshi & Ms. Pushpa 
Mishra

CBSE

20/01/18 to 
21/01/18

Career Counseling and guidance Ms. Shraddha Madan & Ms. 
Kumud Munshi

CBSE

13/04/18 Teachers Orientation on Management 
Learning Software(MLS)

All Teachers Vice Principal

16/05/18 to 
17/05/18

Teachers’ Conference on Education for 
Sustainable Development

Vice Principal CBSE

12/06/18 Awareness Legal-Laws Related to 
Children Safety especially POCSO

Teachers and Staff Mr. Sandeep Swami,  
High Court Judge, Panvel

 12/06/18 Sensitization on CSA by Fortis 
Healthcare

Teachers and Staff Ms. Bhakti Thakkar Barua, 
Clinical Psychologist

 12/06/18 Orientation on CACA Safety 
Workbooks

Teachers and Staff Ms. Krupa Gandhi, Mr. Pradeep, 
Project CACA

21/07/18 Educomp Teachers Educomp Personnel

29/06/18 to 
30/06/1/8

Awakened Citizen Program Ms. Shalini D, Ms. Anindita S. 
Ms. Julie J, Ms. Meenu M.

Ram Krishna Mission,  
New Delhi

For Teachers
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Inter School Competitions

Date Name of the Teacher Resource Person Topic

14/05/18  
to  

19/05/18

Ms. Seema Chowdhary
Ms. Bhavana Katekar
Ms. Nazma Ansari
Ms. Anita Kumari

Eminent Educationists In Service Training Programme on Professional 
Development of Pre-Primary & Primary Teachers

21/05/18  
to  

26/05/18

Ms. Archana Katoch
Mr. Venkatesh Ramiah
Ms. Shalini Dhir
Ms. Nidhi Joshi
Ms. Meenu Madan
Ms. Smitha Karath

Eminent Educationists In Service Training Programme on Professional 
Development of Secondary Teachers

Name of the 
Competition

Date Organizer/Venue Name of 
Participants / 

Team Members

Position No. of 
Participating 

Students / 
Schools

TCS IT WIZ 19/11/17 IES / Bandra 5 teams Participation 500 teams

District Level Science 
Project Exhibition

16/11/17 NCSC / B.Ed 
College, Panvel

18 teams 04 teams selected 
for Zonal level

60 teams

Folk Dance 23/11/17 NBASA/ 
Vishnudas  Bhave 
Auditorium, Vashi

Team of 16 
students

Special Prize 12 teams

Survyapi
(Students)
(Teachers)

07/12/17 Vishwajyot 
School, Kharghar

Anay Katti 3rd position 12 schools

Ms. Sweta 
Deshpande

3rd position 12 schools

English Debate 
Competition

01/02/18 YMCA, Nerul Nandini Sain 
Tanveer Gupta 
Chinmay Anant

Participated at  
the 2nd level

15 schools

Quiz Competition 22/06/18 YMCA, Navi 
Mumbai

Adithya Srinivasan 
& Chinmay D.R

2nd position 28 teams

BBPS Training Centre
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Name of the 
Competition

Date Organiser /  
Venue

Name of the 
Participants / 

Team

Position No. of  
Students/ Schools

Football 06/02/17 NMASA, Vashi Boys U/10 Runner Up 10 schools

Athletics 14/02/17 NMASA, Vashi Girls U/12 Long 
Jump & 100 mtr 
Triveni Tawade

 Winner 30 students

Girls U/10  
Relay

Runner Up 9 schools

Swimming 25/12/16  
to  

31/12/16

Karnala Sports  
Swimming  

Competition/  
Karnala Sports  

Academy, Panvel

Girls U/8  
Nitya Kumar

Winner 30 students

Girls U/10  
Avni Sonkusale

Winner 30 students

Girls U/12  
Shravani Khutwad

Winner 30 students

Girls U/14  
Samruddhi Jagdale

Winner 30 students

Chess 

23/09/17 PMC Chess  
Competition/  

Sanjeevani  
International, Kharghar

Girls U/17  
Shambhavi Singh

WINNER &  
Qualified for  
Zonal Level

20-25 players

Boys U/17  
Aditya Kale

Runner up  
&  

Qualified for 
Zonals

Girls U/17 
Khushi Choudki

27/09/17 NMASA Chess 
Competition/ 

Fr. Agnel, Vashi

Girls U/16  
Gurpreet Kaur 

Khushi Choudki 
Shambhavi Singh 

Kamiya Arya

WINNER 25-30 players

Table Tennis 01/09/17 PMC  Table Tennis  
Competition/ CIDCO Hall, 

Panvel

Boys U/19
Shikhar Agarwal 

Rahul Sarde  
Prabhjot Singh WINNER &  

Qualified for Zonal 
Level

10-15 playersBoys U/17
Devansh Raut 
Arnav Dwivedi  
Vedant Mokati 

Tejas Kumar

Girls U/17  
Prisha Chordia 
Roshnee Bose 

Aakaanksha Kain

Runner up 10-15 players

Boys U/12 
 Tushar Khandekar

Singles- Runner Up 15-20 players

Sports Achievements
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Name of the 
Competition

Date Organiser /  
Venue

Name of the 
Participants / 

Team

Position No. of  
Students/ Schools

Table Tennis 28/09/17
NMASA Table Tennis 

Competition/ Ramsheth 
Thakur School, Kharghar

Girls U/16 
 Roshnee Bose

 Prisha Chordia

Singles & Doubles - 
Runner Up

Doubles -Runner 
Up

25-30 players

U/16  
Arnav Dwivedi  
Roshnee Bose

Mix Doubles - 
Runner Up

25-30 players

Tennis 16/09/17
PMC Tennis Competition/ 

Fr. Agnel, Vashi

Girls U/17  
Aditi Patil

WINNER & 
Qualified for 

Zonals

10-15  
players

Boys U/14  
Svarmanyu Singh

Boys U/17  
Manyu Garg

WINNER & 
Qualified for 

Zonals

10-15 
players

Swimming 13/08/17 Raigad District Swimming 
Competition/ Karnala 

Sports Academy

Avni Sonkusale 
Pratik Paruchuri

Shravni Khutwad
Samrudhi Jagdale

Nitya Kumar

FIRST

Second

40-45 players

Swimming 25/09/17 PMC Swimming 
Competition/ Karnala 
Sport Academy Panvel

Shravani Khutwad
Harshwardhan Pati
Samrudhi Jagdale

Savvy Singh
Rhythm Grover

WINNER
&

Qualified for Zonal 
Level

20-35 players

Football 14/01/18 SP Football Penalty 
Shootout Cup

Boys (U/12) Winner 30-35 teams

Volleyball 23/01/18
Thane Vaibhav Volleyball 

Competition
Boys (U/17) Winner 10-12 teams

Athletics
PMC Athletics 

Competition/ Karnala 
Sport Academy Panvel

U/14 
Aditya Pardeshi

1st  in Shotput

15-20 players

Triveni Tawade 1st Long Jump 
2nd in 100 m

Rashi 1st  in 400 m

29/09/17 Mayukh Saha 3rd in 400 m

Vedhashree 3rd in 600 m
(Qualified for Zonals)

U/17
Nandini M

2nd in 100 m,  
200 m & Triple 

jump
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Name of the 
Competition

Date Organiser /  
Venue

Name of the 
Participants / 

Team

Position No. of  
Students/ Schools

Athletics 29/09/17
PMC Athletics 

Competition/ Karnala 
Sport Academy Panvel

Srishti Salvi 1st in 400 m & 2nd in 
200 m Second

Yashvi Desai 1st in Long Jump

Aryan Gupta 1st in Shotput

Surbhi 3rd in Triple Jump

Bhagirath Pokal 1st in High Jump 
(Qualified for 

Zonals)

U/19 
Vaishnavi 

1st  in 100 m  
& 200m

15-20  players

Ansh S 2nd  in 800 m  
(Qualified for 

Zonals)

Girls U/17 1st in Relay 
(Qualified for 

Zonals)

08 teams

Volleyball 25/01/18
Navi Mumbai Area  

Schools Association

Boys (U/12) Winner 12-15 teams

Boys (U/14) Runner - up 12-15 teams

Boys U/16 Team “B” Winner 12-15 teams

Boys U/16 Team “A” Winner 12-15 teams

Volleyball 29/01/18
Navi Mumbai Area Schools 

Association

Girls U/12 Runner - up 12-15 teams

Girls U/14 Runner - up 10-12 teams

Girls U/16 Runner - up 10-12 teams

Nitya Kumar Gold Medal  in  
50m Free

35-40 Players

Silver Medal in  
50m Breast 

Avni Sonkusale Gold Medal in  
50m Free 

35-40 Players

Gold Medal in 50m 
Back 

Swimming 31/12/17 Karnala Sports Academy
Silver Medal in  

50m Fly 

Pratik Paruchuri Bronze Medal in 
50m Back  

35-40 Players

Vidhisha Smith Silver Medal in  
50m Breast 

Bronze Medal in 
Relay (Free) 

Bronze Medal in IM  
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Name of the 
Competition

Date Organiser /  
Venue

Name of the 
Participants / 

Team

Position No. of  
Students/ Schools

Swimming 31/12/17 Karnala Sports Academy

Harshwardhan 
Patil

Bronze Medal in 
50m Free 

35-40 Players
Silver Medal in  

50m Back 

Bronze Medal in  
50m Fly 

Shravani Khutwad

Silver Medal in  
50m Free 

35-40 Players
Gold Medal in 

50m Breast 

Silver Medal in 
50m Fly 

Samrudhi Jagdale

Bronze Medal in 
50m Free 

35-40 Players
Bronze Medal in 

50m Breast 

Bronze Medal in 
50m Fly 

Swimming 18/02/18 Maharashtra State 
Amateur Aquatic 

Competition

Vidhisha Smith 7th Place 35-40 Players

Nitya Kumar Silver Medal 20-25 Players

Skating 18/01/18
18/01/18

Navi Mumbai Area Schools 
Association

Mannoor Kaur Gold Medal 20–25 Players

Sheersh Sinha Gold Medal 20–25 Players

Tennis 22/01/18 MSLTA All India Tennis 
Ranking Competition

Svarmanyu Singh Silver Medal 85-95 Players

Table Tennis 22/01/18 Raigad District Table Tennis 
Championship

Tushar Khandekar Gold Medal 25-30 Players

Chess 01/02/18 National Ranking Chess 
Competition

Khushi Choudki 12th Rank 60-70 Players

Athletics 14/02/18 Navi Mumbai Area Schools 
Association

(Boys U/10)  
Shashwat 
Siddharth  

(Girls U/10) 
Roshni Joshi

Bronze Medal in 
Long Jump

45-55 Players

Athletics 14/02/18 Navi Mumbai Area Schools 
Association

Triveni Tawade Gold Medal in 
Long Jump Silver 

Medal in 100 mtr & 
200 mtr

30-35 Players

24/02/18 Siddhanth 
 Chiplunkar

Gold Medal in 
Long Jump

35-40 Players
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Name of the 
Competition

Date Organiser /  
Venue

Name of the 
Participants / 

Team

Position No. of  
Students/ Schools

Athletics 14/02/18
Navi Mumbai Area Schools 

Association

 Madhura  Vedang 
Mahika Barman  
Sharwari Gadgil 

Prajakta Karandikar

Bronze Medal in 
 4 x 100 mtr Relay

45-55 Players

Rashi Bandawala Bronze Medal in 
800 mtr

20–25 Players

Martial Arts 25/02/18

National level Martial Arts 
Championship

Sukhpreet Kaur Gold Medal in Leg 
Breaking & 

Silver Medal in fist 
Breaking & High 

Jump Kick

70 – 80 Players

Table Tennis 23/06/18
Raigad District Table Tennis 

Championship/CIDCO  
Hall, Panvel

Boys U-12 
Tushar Khandekar

Doubles - Gold 
Singles - Silver

15-20  players

Football 02/05/18  
to 06/05/18

S.P. Football Academy Boys U-12 Runner Up 36 - 40 Teams

Swimming 15/04/18 Raigad & Konkan Division 
Swimming Competition

Avni Sonkusale Bronze Medal 22-25 players

Swimming 07/05/18
Raigad District Amateur 

Aquatic Competition

Avni Sonkusale Gold Medal 22-25 players

Nitya Kumar Gold Medal 22-25 players

Pratik Paruchuri Gold Medal 30-35 players

Harshwardhan 
Patil

Gold Medal 25-30 players

ShravaniKhutwad      Gold Medal 25-30 players

Chess 22/04/18 1st Arms International Fide  
Rapid Chess Tournament

Krishi Choudki Gold Medal 22-25 players

Khushi Choudki Bronze Medal 22-25 players

Basketball 01/08/18 Maharashtra State 
Basketball Association

Karnica Yadav 
Prisha Gupta  

Shiv Siddhant 
Arnav Bhatnagar 
Soumitra Gokral

Participation 16-20 teams

Tennis 20/08/18 All India AITA National 
Ranking Tennis

Svarmanyu Singh Second 50-55 players
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 No. of  
Students Organiser / Examination Class Result

149 International Informatics 
Olympiad

III-X 7 students selected for 2nd level

51 Grey Matters/ All India Critical 
Thinking

V-VII Anushka Arvind Shukla of class VI secured District Topper 
award and cash prize of  ` 1000/

24 International Company 
Secretary ship Olympiad

XI-XII Nayantara Sriram -International rank- 1  Cash prize of  
` 25000/
Manvi Luthra and Sparsh Mittal - Bronze medal at Zonal 
Level & received a cash prize of ` 1000/  each

70 International Commerce 
Olympiad

XI-XII Amartya Sinha - Gold medal  
Shubham S - Silver Medal  2nd level
Rahul A - Bronze medal 

29 National Talent Search 
Examination 2017-18

X Akhil Ahire qualified for the 2nd level

24 BSE International Finance 
Olympiad

XI & XII Amartya Sinha –1st  prize of  ` 10,000/-
Shikhar Agarwal - 2nd prize with ` 8,000/-

Examinations And Olympiads

11th All India Inter Unit Meet  
(Overall 4th Position)

Name of the 
Competition

Date Organiser / 
Venue

Name of the 
Participants / Team

Position No. of 
students/ 

schools

Volleyball

10/11/17 
to

12/11/17

Bal Bharati 
Public School, 

Ludhiana

Girls Winner

18 schools

Boys Runner - up

Badminton Girls Runner - up

Chess Girls Winner

Athletics

Triveni Tawade Long Jump -  2nd 
position

Bhagirath Pokar High Jump -  2nd 
position

Nandini Mandhania 100 mtr - 2nd position
200 mtr - 3rd  position
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Celebrations

Investiture Ceremony: Investiture Ceremony for the newly selected Junior and Senior Student Council 
members was held in the school auditorium. The badges and sashes were handed over to the students by 
the Principal.

Janamashtami: Janmashtami was celebrated with lot of fanfare. The reception lobby was decorated for 
the day.  A tiny tot was dressed up as Lord Krishna and became the center of attraction. The whole school 
was excited to witness the customary Dahi handi. Boys and girls of classes IX and XII donned the role of 
Govindas and broke the matki. 

Ganeshotsav: Ganeshotsav was celebrated in school with lot of fervour.  An idol of Lord Ganesh was placed 
in the reception area and prayers were offered

Dusshera: A special assembly was held to celebrate Dusshera for the students of Primary, Secondary and 
Senior Secondary sections. The performance was appreciated by everyone for capturing the true essence 
of the festival.  Children of Prep II also enacted Ramayana in their special assembly.

Children’s Day: International Kids Film Festival of India (LXL Ideas) was held in school from 14th to 17th 
November 2017. Selected International short films of different categories were shown to the students in the 
auditorium. Students also sent their short films for competition organized by LXL Ideas.

Mini Sports Day: Mini Sports Day was held for the students of Prep I and II on 14/12/17. The event was 
inaugurated by Ms. Sudhi Mattoo, the founder Principal of the school. The kids displayed their talent at 
various sports events like march-past, drills and races. The highlight of the day was Tug of War for parents, 
which was enjoyed by all.

Christmas: Christmas was celebrated with lot of joy. Story of Lord Jesus’ birth was enacted and carols were 
sung by the choir group during the special assembly. Santa Claus was given a warm welcome.  He distributed 
sweets among the birthday students and wished students Merry Christmas.

Annual Day: The theme of this year’s annual day was “It’s in ….You!” Prof. D.S Rao (Pro- Vice Chancellor, 
Amity University, Mumbai) was the Chief Guest and Mr. Sukesh Anand (Senior Television Artist) was the 
Guest of Honour. The Principal presented the Annual School Report highlighting the achievements of the 
school in various fields. Meritorious students were awarded prizes for their scholastic and co-scholastic 
achievements.   The performance of all the students in the cultural programme was appreciated by all.

Hawan: To bless the students of classes X and XII appearing for the Board Examination, Hawan was organized 
with the attendance of students, parents and teachers.

Republic Day: The 69th Republic Day was celebrated with great enthusiasm. Students of classes VI and VII 
along with their teachers took part in Prabhat Pheri. To reinforce the message of Swachch Bharat, students 
and teachers took part in cleanliness drive by cleaning the area in and around the school.

Winter Carnival: Winter Carnival at school was a big hit among the students, parents and grandparents. The 
event that began at 2:00 pm continued till 9:00 p.m. Interesting game stalls, mouthwatering eateries, juice 
centres and artefact points were the highlight of the evening. All visitors had a great variety of exciting and 
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entertaining activities to choose from-The Healthy Baby Contest, Dance Floor, Talent Hunt, Karaoke, Selfie 

Corner. The zest and zeal exhibited by all made the event truly a memorable one. The evening culminated 

with an exciting lucky draw.

Mini Annual Day : On the Mini Annual Day, the tiny tots of Montessori and Class I transformed the school 

into a magical world with their superlative display of the mysterious tales of Ali Baba and Forty thieves. The 

Chief Guest and the Guest of Honour were noted educationist, Dr. Vijaya Wad, and popular film personality, 

Ms. Lovleen Misra, respectively. The cultural programme was a display of talent and amazing energy of the 

tiny tots. 

Marathi Bhasha Diwas: To celebrate the day, a special assembly was conducted in Marathi. A melodious 

folk song was presented by a group of students of classes IV & V. Powada - a kind of ballad written in an 

exciting style and narration of historical events in an inspiring manner,  was presented by two students of 

class III. Importance of this language was impressed upon by the Vice Principal as well as a student of class V.

National Science Day: To mark this day students took part in various activities like Collage making 

and Quiz. A documentary on the Nobel prize winner Dr. C.V. Raman was also shown to the students of  

classes I to V.

International Women’s Day:  To mark the achievements of women in our society, International Women’s 

Day is observed on 8th March every year. An exciting programme of fun-filled games was organized for 

the women staff members and the same was highly appreciated as a welcome break from routine. A lavish 

lunch was also arranged for all the members of staff.

Farewell: Students of class XI under the guidance of their teachers organized a farewell party for the 

outgoing students of class XII.  A well coordinated cultural programme was presented which was highly 

appreciated by one and all. The seniors appreciated and enjoyed the efforts put in by the juniors.

Maharashtra Day: A special assembly was conducted in Marathi to mark the importance of the day. A few 

students of class V under the guidance of their Marathi teacher presented Powada –folk song of Maharashtra 

in praise of Shivaji Maharaj. Vice Principal addressed the students on the occasion.  A documentary on 

Tourism in Maharashtra was shown to all students.

International Yoga Day: 21st June, 2018 was observed as International Yoga Day. Instructors from Sahaj 

Yoga conducted batch wise basic yoga sessions for the students of classes VI to XII.  Class teachers of classes 

I to V discussed about the importance of yoga with the students followed by 5-minute meditation. A video 

clip highlighting the importance of yoga was also shown in the classes.
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Sr. No. Name of the Student Stream Percentage

1 Tanvi Vipra Commerce 96.00%

2 Aakanksha Gubbala Science 95.80%

3 Ayushi Jain Science 95.80%

4 Shraddha Panday Arts 92.60%

Subject Name of Student Marks

History Jena Banishree Sambhunath 95.00

Political Science Shraddha Panday 98.00

Economics Divya Jaiswal 100.00

Mathematics Aakanksha Gubbala 100.00

Physics

Amit Halyal 95.00

S Sriram 95.00

Aakanksha Gubbala 95.00

Ayushi Jha 95.00

Honey Mehta 95.00

Aadya Joshi 95.00

Devduti Sinha 95.00

Bhavika Ranpise 95.00

Snehal Mane 95.00

Savani Nagarkar 95.00

Chemistry Aakanksha Gubbala 99.00

Biology Devduti Sinha 98.00

Subject Name of Student Marks

Physical Education Gaurav Kadakia 100.00

Business Studies
Vaishnavi Nayagam 98.00

Tanvi Vipra 98.00

Accountancy

Drasti Jain 95.00

Naraharisetty Vijay Phani Sekhar 95.00

Vaishnavi Nayagam 95.00

Lakshita Joshi 95.00

Nayantara Sreeram 95.00

Shikhar Agrawal 95.00

Sparsh Mittal 95.00

Tanvi Vipra 95.00

Mass Media Studies Shubhada Bandsode 95.00

Computer Science Sweta Bhattacharjee 97.00

English Core Honey Mehta 96.00

Sr. No. Name of the Student Rank Percentage

1. Devika Sreeramchandran First 97.40%

2. Anant Krishen Khazanchi Second 96.80%

3. Siddhant Kumar Second 96.80%

Subject Name of Student Marks
English Devika Sreeramchandran 98
Sanskrit Devika Sreeramchandran 100
Hindi Anshika Gangwar 99

Kamiya Arya 99
Marathi Abhinay Sharad Patil 99

Mathematics

Anant Krishen Khazanchi 99
Shambhavi 99
Dipanshu Mahesh Kothari 99
Abhijeet Nair 99

Subject Name of Student Marks
Mathematics Aryan Agrawal 99

Chirag Shelar 99

Science
Anant Krishen Khazanchi 99

Shambhavi 99

Social Science

Anshika Gangwar 99
Siddhant Kumar 99

Nandini Mandhania 99

Amisha Jawal 99
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Junior Section 

Students Council 2017-18

Ashoka House
Discipline Prefect Gayatri Madake

Sports Prefect Mahika Barman

Cultural Captain Pooja Rath

Kanishka House
Discipline Prefect Shriya Sharma

Sports Prefect Avni Sonkusale

Cultural Captain Madhusudan Kulgude

Pratap House
Discipline Prefect Anaadi Kumar

Sports Prefect Sharvari Gadgil

Cultural Captain Aviral Sinha

Shivaji House
Discipline Prefect Amodini Ghalke

Sports Prefect Vidhi Dixit

Cultural Captain Bhakti Agrawal

Jr. Head Boy
Siddhant Nayak

Jr. Head Girl
Dhruvika Eshwar 

Academic Minister
Revant Saini

Environment Minister
Ranvijay Rathore

Cultural Minister Boy
Kaustav Bhavsar

Cultural Minister Girl
Afia Khan

Information Technology Minister
Arush K Singh

Accolades GaloreAccolades Galore

Award

Education Today

Hindustan Times Top Schools Survey

HT
ISA 2017-2020

Principal’s Award

Bharat Vikas Parishad

NCSC

HT Scholarship

Chairman’s Award

Bharat Vikas Parishad

Bharat Vikas Parishad

Accolades Galore.indd   1 15-01-2019   12:14:41
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Senior Section

Students Council 2017-18

President Gaurav Kadakia Academic Minister Anuj  Gore

Head boy Shikhar Agrawal Deputy Academic Minister Advaith  Sundar

Head Girl Bhavika Ranpise Environment Minister Rahul Bhatkar

Vice Head Boy Amartya Sinha Deputy Environment Minister Chinmaya  D.R.

Vice Head Girl Maithily Thakur IT Minister Pulkit  Jasti

Cultural Minister Pavitra Manoj Deputy IT Minister Krishna Valluri

Deputy Cultural Minister Dhananjay Nair

Ashoka House
Captain Samridh Ohri

Vice Captain S. Shanta

Discipline Minister Aryan G

Sports Minister Abhinav Jha

Pratap House
Captain Aviral  Agarwal

Vice Captain Khyati  Garg

Discipline Minister Disha  Sharma

 Sports Minister Sashreek Saxena

Kanishka House

Captain Aarya Deshpande 

Vice Captain Aarya Deshpande

Discipline Minister Sanchit  V. Kulkarni

Sports Minister Chirag Jain

Shivaji House
Captain Mayukh  Mittal

Vice Captain Sarthak  Das

Discipline Minister Anish  Mohanty

 Sports Minister Sarvesh Satone
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It’s 2018 and therapy is no longer a bad word!

Things are constantly happening in the school. Dealing with friends and family, heart aches and pains plus 

keeping your grades up can be a lot to handle.

Counselling is good for your health

The unfortunate stereotypical view holds us back from seeking counselling sessions because

 •	 Therapy means you’re ‘Crazy’.

 •	 Everyone will come to know and may begin calling you as Mental.

Being able to talk to someone about all the stressful things in your life rids your brain of clutter, makes you 

feel light. It frees up space for you to be a better friend and a better person overall.

Counsellors don’t tell you what to do

They don’t give advice. What they actually do is present the options you have in front of you and help 

you reach a decision by considering each one. Besides this, they just let you talk - about anything, without 

being judgmental, or plugging in as to what they think you should do. They might challenge some of your 

beliefs to help you in the process of retrospection. Therapy gives you the freedom to make better-informed 

decisions, which is a valuable skill for your later years.

They won’t tell your parents/teachers or friends about things you share

Students often fear that what they share in a session will be told to their parents. The answer is NO. However, 

therapists may have to breach confidentiality if your safety is in jeopardy (e.g. you want to hurt yourself, 

someone else, or someone is hurting you). What is made known to parents may depend on the need of the 

situation but every detail of your session will never be shared without your knowledge.

You don’t have to go by yourself

You can also meet up for a session along with your friend. Therapy can definitely seem less intimidating 

when the spotlight isn’t just on you. You can have individual session or be part of group therapy.

They can advocate for you

The counsellor works as a liaison between the school administration, teachers and students. A counsellor 

may be able to help you communicate effectively with a teacher you may be having trouble with, or in 

helping resolve conflict with another student or even parents.

I may be biased but I can tell you that therapy definitely works!

Take advantage of being able to walk down and have a quick vent session!

Meet your counsellor.

CONSIDER COUNSELLING

Shraddha Madan, Counsellor
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Class Names Of Students

II     Rose Diya Kini, Saiankita Ghatak

II    Tulip Ananya G.

II     Lily Sachi Patil

II   Aster Prakriti S. Kohle,  Sanhvi Gaikwad, Aalya Chikara

II Daffodil Shreyas Nagarajan, Spruha S. Sonawane, Varun Arvind

III  Rose Sara Mohapatra,Vagmi Chaturvedi, Pratyusha B.

III  Tulip Nikita Munde, Bhavini Nagar, Aaditi Gobari

III  Lily Sneha Sridhar,Gargi Godghase,Arpandeep Kaur

III  Aster Chaitrali Deshmukh, Shubhan Shiledar, Arpit Vaidsain

IV  Rose Kaavya Joshi, Aanya Goyal, Nikita Donamayi, Vignesh Nair

IV  Tulip Abhipriya Mathur, Monisha M., Lawanya P. Madankar

IV  Lily Chitraksh S. Sengar, Bhoomi Parmani, Vijwaldeep Singh

IV  Aster Arav Tonk, Aarya Satheesh, Shashwat Siddhartha

V Rose Khushleen Kaur Gill, Jayani Joshi, Anishka Gupta, Harshal Mahashabde

V Tulip Advika Raj, Mahika Barman, Neha Vaidya, Shourya Sinha

V Lily Pooja Rath, Vidhi Dixit, Reet Samaddar,  Revant Saini

V Aster Amodini A. Ghalke, Shubhi Kapoor, Ranvijay Singh Rathore, Dhruvika Eshwar

Voracious Readers
Classes I - V
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Class Name of Students

VI Rose Arya Gangawar, Gagnesh Vadlapati, Shreya A. Waghmode

VI Tulip Harith Doshi, Rishav Mukhopadhyay, Aditya Singh Rathore

VI Lily N. Srivalli Sushupta, Soumitra Gokral, Shiv Siddhant S.

VI Aster Abhimanyu Jain, Aryaa Nayak, Pranshu Bhale

VII Rose Advika Chaturvedi, Mathew Joseph, Sanbartak Sarkar, S. Lalit Aditya

VII Tulip Aakanksha Singh,Ayesha Patra,Shreya Banerjee

VII Lily Mrinank Kishore, Devan Bansal, Nayana Nair

VII Aster Girija K Karajgi, Mohak Kumar, Siddharth Patil

VIII Rose Anisha Chemmanad, Diti Shinde, Srushti Pazare

VIII Tulip Ayush Pandey, Parikshit Somra, Ankit S. Kumar 

VIII Lily Ashutosh Kashyap, Samrudhhi Jagdale, Suyash Gahankari

VIII Aster Rashi Mohan, Prayash Mishra,Unnati Mirchandani, Kurangi Harchandani

IX Rose Advit Mahale,Gautam Gadgil,Mahima Satish,Tanisha Kokare

IX Tulip Anshul Chandra, Shradha N., M. Roopali 

IX Lily Aditya Srinivasan, Anagha B. Menon, Chinmaya, D. R., Khyati, Anurag Garg

IX Aster Arya Deshpande, Yashvi Nilay Desai, Vaidehi Mhatre

XI Rose Aditya Agarwal, Sampreet Dinakar, Nayak

XI Tulip Aryan Govindakrishnan, Bliss Maria Jose

XI Lily Amartya Sinha, Pallavi Joshi

XI Aster Sandra Xavier

Voracious Readers
Classes VI - XII
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INAUGURATION OF THE AUDITORIUM

The much awaited event, that is, Inauguration of the 
school auditorium was held on 1st August 2017.The grand 
ceremony marked the august presence of the stalwarts 
of Child Education Society, Principals of sister concern 
schools, Management Committee Members and Principals 
of neighbouring schools. After the ribbon cutting by the 
Guest of Honour a wonderful cultural extravaganza was 
presented by the students which enthralled the audience. 
The journey of BBPS, Navi Mumbai showcasing the 
progression of the institution under the able guidance of 
Child Education Society was shown through an audiovisual 
‘Down the Memory Lane’,which was appreciated by one 
and all.
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mebleDigital Hacking for Investigation - Is it Ethical?

For Anant Khazanchi, XI-Aster Against Devika Sreeramachandran, XI-Lily

Nasty, evil, devious, manipulative: adjectives commonly 

planted in front of the term ‘hacker’. But stick the word 

‘ethical’ in front of it, and you may just have struck on a useful 

concept. In a world which is chiefly swayed by forces of terror 

lurking around every corner and with the rise of cyber-crime 

and the surge of criminals supported by fully encrypted 

operating systems, hacking for investigation has become 

a powerful strategy in the fight against security threats by 

helping legal institutions in exposing the crime and bringing 

the perpetrators to justice.

Technology has become a tool of choice for some very 

dangerous people and unfortunately the law has not kept 

pace with technology and this disconnect has created 

significant public safety problem which has been long 

described as “going dark”. This has created a further need 

for ethical hacking. Although hacking for investigation loses 

moral high ground as it contradicts with our right to privacy, 

but in a utilitarian world it plays out to benefit the larger 

part of our society. Not only does it provide proof against 

the malicious activities carried out by terrorists like Syed 

Farook, but the hacked operating system can help further 

for dismantling various “terror networks” that have emerged 

in the past few years. Ethical hacking has in the past been 

of beneficence to the society for the greater good. In 2015, 

when ISIS terrorists were planning to launch a suicide 

attack on a market frequented by British and Jewish tourists 

in Djerba, Tunisia, the attack was stopped by an unlikely 

group of heroes. Ethical Hackers had been watching ISIS 

social media accounts and caught wind of the plot before it  

could happen.

They passed the information to a government contact, and 

“two days later we were informed that arrests were made 

per our intelligence,” said the hacker called DigitaShadow, 

operations director of the hacker group Ghost Sec.

Hence in the utilitarian sense hacking for investigation is in 

fact ethical. Though a counter argument may be raised but 

the ideal of privacy itself cannot be counted in lives lost, 

all one can reply is to raise the point in front of a woman 

widowed and a child orphaned by terrorists.

In a milestone ruling in the year 2017, the Supreme Court of 

India declared that every citizen of the country is entitled to 

the fundamental right to privacy. But, in the present scenario, 

digital hacking on legal and technical grounds by the crime 

branch has shaken the very foundations of this judgement, 

in a mannerism conceived to be vague and ironical. 

Digital hacking is deemed as an unethical and condemned 

practice of gaining access to information, held in high 

security and confidentiality. 

The adoption of this method by the investigation bureau, in 

turn, serves as an incentive in promoting this practice among 

unauthorised users of the acquired information. These users 

possess the potential for misinterpretation or misuse of the 

data for destructive purposes.

The spy networks operating on anti-national interests in 

various countries use hacking as their prime weapon. These 

networks are also known for communicating the valuable 

information acquired through hacking to the criminals, thus 

paving a way for them to escape.

In many cases, a layman is conned by a legally authorised 

hacker into revealing confidential details and thus,  

window-dressing of the information takes place.

For instance, certain minute manipulations are done at 

times in the blue print of the scientific weapons like missiles, 

causing mass devastation and wastage of crores of money.

Further, digital hacking on legal grounds has an added 

disadvantage of straining international relations of a country, 

for example, by attempting access to a foreign IP address. 

Facebook, one of the most popular networks of social media, 

is believed to be end to end encrypted, but the information 

is accessed by a third party, unbeknownst to all.

Though white-hat hacking has helped uncover various 

mysteries behind cyber crimes, but at the same time, 

the officials are left clueless as to who, in lamb’s skin, has 

conspired against them.
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With Himalayas in the North

Indian Ocean in the South

Arabian Sea in the West

Bay of Bengal in the East.

 I love my Nation

 With developed culture

 And beautiful sculpture

 Where the people take no rest

To do their work best.

I love my Nation

They give us rice in ration

They dress in latest fashion

 They do many inventions

 Which are about fiction.

meble

Eesha Walia, V-Rose

I Love my Nation

meble

Lagnajita Chatterjee  English Department

An Excerpt From The 
Story

My mother kept a garden,

A garden of the heart,

She planted all the good things

That gave my life its start.

 She turned me to the sunshine

 And encouraged me to dream,

 Fostering and nurturing

 The seeds of self-esteem...

Her constant good example

Always taught me right from wrong

Markers for my pathway

That will last a lifetime long.

 I am my Mother’s garden

 I am her legacy

 And I hope today she feels the love

 Reflected back from me.

mebleMother

Shivapriya Panicker, VIII-Rose

The major purpose of dream is to fulfill one’s wishes. 
Therefore, in order to chase my dream of writing a story, my 
subconscious mind forced my consciousness to think of a 
story, of penning down words that can appear in reality as a 
story-book written by me.

“Speak to yourself at least once in a day, otherwise you may 
miss a meeting with an excellent person in the world.” – 
Swami Vivekananda.

Thus speaking to myself, I came across few words which  
I framed as a story titled– ‘The Story Retold’.

All the words contained in the book are a result of my 
imagination and love for writing, and bear no similarity with 
any person or thing. This also, is in another way, a tribute to 
my teachers and my parents. 

I express my gratitude to Bal Bharati Public School for 
acknowledging the same. 

My colleagues, students, Librarians, Headmistresses,  
Vice Principal and Principal have always been a source of 
upliftment and motivation for me.

I hope you like my story as and when you go through it.

The story is an insight into a Nation that once struggled hard 
to attain independence. The great sons and daughters of 
India united together thus creating a storm for liberation and 
rights. But even though the battle of independence was won 
over the British, yet the Nation today faces threats coming 
from all boundaries – deprivation, women empowerment, 
malpractices of various kinds and so on.

Dispossessing one’s motherland is like disowning and 
betraying our own honour and integrity. Let us be aware, be 
awake and knock our heart and mind in order to develop our 
faith in ourselves, and pass the test of time.

This book is thus a small entreaty for arousing people’s 
conscience towards the benefit of human kind.
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meble

Sanjana Singh, IX-Tulip

My Experience of  
Europe Trip

The trip to Europe was a unique experience for me. The 

experience started as being enemies with some people 

and ended with making the same ones friends. There were 

two other schools from Navi Mumbai: Goldcrest High and 

Northpoint. We left Mumbai on 8th May 2018 and came back 

on 17th May 2018. The first place we went to was Paris “The 

City of Lights and Love”. There we saw the Eiffel Tower, Louvre 

Museum, etc. We also went to Disney Land and had a lot of 

fun at all the places. Next we went to Madrid. There we saw 

the famous Santiago Bernabéu Stadium and many other 

places. After a two night stay in Madrid we went to Barcelona. 

There we saw the Nova Icaria beach and had lots of fun. We 

visited some more places before heading to the beach. We 

saw the Camp Nou stadium but unfortunately we couldn’t 

see the ground as it needed passes and we did not have 

them, but still we had a lot of fun. We bought souvenirs  from 

all the places for our family and friends and obviously for 

ourselves. We even did a Young Author’s Program in which 

we had to write about our everyday experience. It was a lot of 

fun. We were served Indian food for dinner which gave me a 

homely feeling. The trip had been excessively well organized 

and there couldn’t have been anything better than this. 

No success can be gained without hard work; I would like 

to convey my gratitude and thankfulness to my teachers, 

Julie Ma’am and Onkar Sir who acted best as mentors as 

well as tour guides. We thoroughly enjoyed the journey in 

their company and wish to have some more experiences of 

the like. My appreciation would be incomplete without the 

mention of the Principal and all other teachers who had put 

in tremendous effort to make the trip a success. Last but not 

the least, I would like to thank all my fellow students who 

joined me in the trip because they played the biggest role in 

making this trip so memorable.

meble

Karnica Yadav, VII-Lily

Teacher

meble

Vagmi Chaturvedi, IV-Rose

Global Warming

 It is often said that, “A teacher is like a candle, it consumes 

itself to light the way for others.”

Teachers are the real possessors of Knowledge,  

Enlightenment and Prosperity. They nourish us and prepare 

us for our life. Teaching is not only a noble profession but is 

a humanistic contribution to the society as a whole with a 

view of ensuring the holistic and materialistic development 

of the child, by educating the students in the right direction. 

A teacher feels good and is filled with, pride and happiness. 

A teacher never discriminates between a good and bad 

student but rather brings the weak children to the right 

path with their efforts. “Teaching is really hard work; It 

requires creativity, knowledge, skills, and empathy the kind 

of emotional intelligence that can’t be readily acquired.

Global warming is the main problem for Earth and for human 

beings. Global warming is caused mostly by methane and 

carbon dioxide. These gases are called greenhouse gases, 

and give rise to the greenhouse effect. These greenhouse 

gases trap heat in the earth’s atmosphere. This causes 

the temperature on the earth to increase. This increase in 

temperature creates an imbalance in the climatic behaviour 

on the earth. The changes in climate are result in unnatural 

melting of polar caps and ice on the poles, rise in sea level 

and unpredictable rains.

We should all do our share to prevent emission of 

greenhouse gases in the environment. This can be done by 

planting more trees, using renewable energy, etc. 
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meble

Samrudhi Jagdale, IX-Lily

What Are WE?

meble

Shashwat Siddhartha, V-Aster

A day I woke up as  
an Insect

One day I woke up early morning and I found out that I have 

turned to an ugly Cockroach. I was so surprised that I was 

now an insect. I walked so slowly on the bed that I was bored 

of walking. Everything was so big. Even my study table was 

like Mount Everest!!

I started feeling hungry and went to kitchen and ate 

mangoes which tasted really bad. Yuck! Then I went to the 

garbage basket and dived inside it. Yum!! It was just delicious. 

I went out to the drawing room and saw my sister Shanaya. 

When she saw me,she started crying and my dad came out 

with a slipper in his hand to kill me. HELP O’ HELP! I ran and 

hid inside the sofa. I was just saved in time and I sighed  

“Thank God!”

But it was not over. I saw something slithery near me and it 

looked like a giant T-Rex. Somebody Help me, it was a giant 

lizard looking for food. I was scared and I ran and went into 

the bathroom inside the washbasin. I wanted to do more 

exploration but suddenly a splash of water was on my face 

and I felt like drowning in the washbasin.But that was my 

mummy splashing water on my face to wake me up and send 

me to school by shouting“Wake Up you lazy cockroach!!!”

That day I realized how scary and dangerous life an insect 

lives. We must all value the life of even the smallest, ugliest or 

disgusting creatures and not kill them for fun.

Staring at the wall, I always wonder- Why am I on this Earth? 

Why even in this Universe? Do I merely exist for the sake of 

existing or is predestined for me? For all the humans?

For these questions, science has been able to present several 

probable theories. These theories propagate that all the life 

forms which exist, survive and replicate, do so following the 

physical law of releasing energy. This theory also explains 

WHY death comes to us.

But, there comes a bigger question in coherence to the 

former question-WHAT are we?

Science defines humans as ‘intelligent biological species 

with a unique response to stimuli, having the ability to 

foresight.’ But, there is a dead serious problem- we have 

diverse minds, meant to excel in diverse and specific aspects. 

There are infinite personality traits originating from infinite 

DNA sequences and minute mutations. Some are logical, 

some creative, some emotionally intelligent and so on. This 

generates difficulty in understanding what and who we  are. 

Anatomy and Physiology may help understanding the 

metabolic processes which keep us alive, but they hardly 

explain the REAL working of these peculiar little minds. Also, 

Anatomy seems to be fundamental to any average body of 

a human on the earth. Brain is said to be the manager of all 

the body systems, but why this manager fails to stop us from 

giving into the temptations of life? Why can’t it accept the 

rational explanation on the very start of it? Why did it let 

people burn the Joan of Ark? Why did it allow people to hang 

Galileo? Why did people kill Socrates? WHY?

The reason is insecurity. That’s how God was invented.  That’s 

how religion emerged. 

For now, I can just reach one conclusion (we all can), which 

may actually be proved positive but may not entirely answer 

the question “what are we?”- Like everything which exists in 

the Universe, we are a possibility. A probable outcome, out of 

the big bang, a possibility created from time itself.

Our choices till now have written our fate and what we 

choose now, will write the future possibilities.
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Incredible Experience in 
Jim Corbett

The aliens landed a month ago. At first one huge ship, then 
27 smaller ones around the world. The ships were stationery 
for a few hours. The aliens then got out of the ships. They 
brought out strange vehicles and tools and began to drill 
through the ground. They loaded huge carts with stones. 
Then they brought out an enormous tanker and began to 
fill water into it. That was when they first saw us. They took 
out their weapons and started killing us. We sent out our 
army, but to no avail. Their weapons were too powerful. They 
wiped out our entire army in just a few minutes. Then, the 
general contacted me, the leader of the espionage team. He 
told me to kidnap one of the aliens. I asked him why, but he 
didn’t answer. I did not want to do this, not because I was 
scared. I thought that a homicidal alien was the last thing 
we needed near us, but orders were orders. My team went 
to the forest in the night. We knew the aliens were there, and 
it provided the best cover. At midnight, we found one alien 
away from his group. We struck him on the head with a bat 
and dragged him to our base. We handed him over to our 
general, and he finally told us why he wanted us to do this. 
Our top linguists would try to understand their language 
and understand their motive for being here. Once we knew 
all that they reckoned they could make up a peace treaty 
with the aliens. The linguists worked day and night, and 
one month later, today, we finally had our first conversation  
with them.

“Who are you, and why are you here?” a linguist asked.

“We are here for raw materials.” it answered.

“You still didn’t answer why you’re here, and doesn’t your 
planet have raw materials?” the general asked, annoyingly.

“Our planet was destroyed.” it answered.

“Wha-what destroyed your planet?” the general asked 
nervously.

“We did.”

During my summer vacation, I went to Jim Corbett National 

Park in Uttarakhand, one of the oldest in India.

First, we went to Delhi by flight. After reaching, we hired a car 

from the airport to go to Jim Corbett National Park. We lived 

in an attractive resort ‘Tiger Camp’. It had lots of amenities. 

We had booked 3 safaris. One in the morning, next one in the 

evening and of next day in the morning.

The next day was our first safari. We woke up in the morning 

at 5:00 a.m. An open safari jeep had come in to pick us up, my 

first experience of open jeep safari. From our resort we went 

to the forest gate. We entered the forest from Bijneri gate.

The first animal that we saw was a jackal. We saw a lot of 

animals and birds like deer, elephant, eagle etc. We also saw 

dancing peacocks and a kingfisher eating a baby snake.  

I wanted to see a tiger, but it seemed that I was out of luck. 

We were disappointed and came back by 9:00 a.m.

We began the second safari by 3:30 p.m. Another open jeep 

came to pick us up. We went with more confidence and 

hope. For the first half an hour, we saw no animal. We were 

just about to leave when our driver was told that there was a 

tiger there. He turned the jeep towards the tiger spot and we 

saw one tiger sitting in water. Then came her cub from the 

bushes. Two more came out of the bushes. We saw four tigers 

at a time. They were playing with each other while the tigress 

kept a close watch on the cubs. They were there for almost 

30 minutes. My father clicked a lot of photos. We came back 

by 6:00 p.m.

The next day, we went to Jim Corbett Museum and Garjia 

Devi temple. In the museum, we saw statues of tigers. They 

told us that when they died, their skins were removed and 

pasted on their statues. After that, we went to the temple. 

It had more than 100 steps to climb. We were very tired  

after that.

Next day, we left for Mumbai with wonderful memories. It 

was one of the most memorable experiences of my life.
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Black Holes

Stephen Hawking has been the most influential theoretical 

physicist. While a lot can be written about him, praising him 

any further would be like showing torch to the sunlight. 

This is a piece of information I came across when I was 

reading ‘George’s Secret Key to the Universe’ by Lucy and  

Stephen Hawking.

What is a Black Hole? A Black hole is a region where gravity 

is so strong that any light that tries to escape gets dragged 

back. Because nothing can travel faster than light, everything 

else will get dragged back too. So you can fall into a Black 

Hole and never get out again! A black hole has always been 

thought of as an ultimate prison from which there’s no 

escape. Falling into a Black hole is like falling into the Niagara 

Falls. One cannot come out the same way one got into it. 

The next question which comes to our mind is that how 

black holes are formed. To make a black hole you need to 

squash a very large amount of matter into a very small space. 

Then the pull of gravity will be so strong that light will be 

dragged back, unable to escape. One way black holes are 

formed is when stars that have burned up their fuel explode 

like giant hydrogen bombs called supernovas. The explosion 

will drive off the outer layers of the star in a great expanding 

shell of gas and it will push the central regions inwards. If the 

star is more than a few times the size of our Sun a black hole 

will be formed.

You can fall into a black hole just as you can fall into the Sun. 

If you fall in feet first, your feet will be nearer to the black 

hole than your head and will be stretched out lengthwise 

and squashed - in sideways. This stretching and squeezing 

is weaker the bigger the black hole is. If you fall into a black 

hole made by a star only a few times the size of our Sun, you 

will be torn apart and made into spaghetti even before you 

reach the black hole.

But if you fall into a much bigger black hole, you will pass 

the horizon- the edge of the black hole and the point of 

no return- without noticing anything particular. However, 

someone watching you fall in from a distance will never see 

you cross the horizon because gravity warps time and space 

near a black hole. To let them you will appear to slow down 

as you approach the horizon and get dimmer and dimmer. 

You get dimmer because the light you send out takes longer 

and longer to get away from the black hole. If you cross the 

horizon at 11:00 according to your wristwatch, someone 

looking at you would see the watch slow down and never 

quite reach 11:00.

People used to think nothing could ever get out of a black 

hole. After all, that’s why they were called Black Holes. 

Anything that falls into a black hole is lost and gone forever. 

But black holes would continue to live. 

But then it was discovered that this picture wasn’t quite right. 

Tiny fluctuations in the space and time meant that black 

holes couldn’t be the perfect traps they were once thought; 

instead they would slowly leak particles in the form of 

Hawking Radiation. The rate of leakage is slower the bigger 

the black hole is.

The Hawking Radiation would cause black holes to gradually 

evaporate. The rate of evaporation will be very slow at first 

but it will speed up as the black hole gets smaller. Eventually, 

after billions and billions of years, the black hole will 

disappear. So black holes aren’t eternal prisons after all. But 

what about their prisoners - the things that made the black 

hole or that fell in later? They will be recycled into energy 

and particles. But if you examine what comes out of the black 

hole very carefully, you can reconstruct what was inside. So 

the memory of what falls into a black hole is not lost forever, 

just for a very long time.

YOU CAN GET OUT OF A BLACK HOLE! JUST TRY!
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Who’s a Better Teacher- 
Success or Failure?

History is certainly a vast subject. When someone says the 
word ‘History’, probably the first thing that comes to mind is 
the subject ‘history’ which one has studied or is studying at 
school. What is taught at school can be called human history. 
History itself begins after the big bang. The ‘human’ part 
of history is a very, small part of history. To fathom the size 
of all the time that has passed since the big bang, one can 
imagine all time passed as the calendar of a single year. This 
is a method used to visualize the chronology of the universe. 
In this visualization, the big bang takes place on 1st January 
at midnight, and the current moment maps into the calendar 
on the last second of 31st of December.  At this scale, there 
are 437.5 years per second, 1.575 million years per hour, and 
37.8 million years per day. Primitive humans would appear 
on this cosmic time calendar at 22:24 on 31st of December. 
To make this easier to understand, humans have existed for 
only 96 minutes out of the total 5,25,600 minutes in a year. 
Christ himself would be born at 22:59:55 on 31st December. 
Just 4.57 seconds before current time. We know that the sun 
was born about 5 billion years ago. Thus, we only know about 
the happenings of about the last 100 days of this certain 
imaginary cosmic calendar. About 4.6 billion years ago, the 
sun began hydrogen fusion. Almost simultaneously, the 
earth was formed. And about 200 million years later, we have 
life. Then, finally after 4.4 billion more years, we have primitive 
humans. The words ‘billion’ and ‘million’ are used lightly here, 
but note that Christ was born only 2000 years ago. I am 
currently talking about 200 thousand years ago. This is where 
the history, as we have all studied, begins. The first humans 
live in a very basic social structure, comprising of only a 
family, like the Shoshone of northern America or the !Kung 
of Africa (note that the exclamation mark is intentional). As 
humans discover new techniques and invent more and more 
tools, they begin to live in large groups, they begin to settle 
at some places, nomadism decreases, social structures start 
to get more and more complex, inter-dependency increases, 
as people live in larger groups, human culture gets richer 
and richer. Civilizations are built; civilizations are destroyed, 
and are built again, with more intricacy and complexity 
than before. Today, humans have reached a point where 
inter-dependency is at its all time high, where the human 
people are living in a ‘global village’ as it is appropriately 
named. If we look at all the patterns in history, we observe 
that human history is leading us towards a society more 
complex than ever before, with increased inter-dependency. 
The ‘global village’ it seems, will inevitably become smaller. 

We today cannot imagine what such a society will be like. 
What the foundations of such a society will be. What form of 
leadership it will have. We can only hope that humans learn 
from their history, and do not repeat the mistakes of their 
past. Let us place our trust in humanity. And as they say, The 
Rest is History.

Life is often compared to a roller coaster ride- there are 
ups and downs, turns and curves and many a times, it gets 
topsy-turvy. But above all, life is incomplete without both the 
shades. Hence, failure and success are like opposite sides of a 
coin that complement each other. Success is nothing without 
failures and failures coupled with unbending determination 
and tireless hard work together build the ladder  
towards success.

“Failure is not falling down but refusing to get up”.

All of us in the due course of time come across the atrocities 
of life, which may rip us apart, devastate our dreams and 
leave our mind and soul shattered. But, life is all about 
collecting the torn pieces of memories and joining them to 
create an amazing painting on a not so perfect canvas. We 
fall to get up, strong. Success naturally comes to us when we 
gather the strength to fight back, and even time surrenders 
to those whose spirit doesn’t die but emerge stronger than 
ever as a Phoenix.

Failure is undoubtedly a better mentor as it helps us acquire 
fortitude and guides us in every aspect of life. Success makes 
us realize how it feels to be on the top of the world whereas 
failure teaches us what it takes to push and reach the place 
that makes us feel what success truly means.

It is said that, “Winners never quit and quitters never win”. 
Therefore, to win the race of life, we shall always remember 
the lessons that time taught us when we fell, the passion in 
us that still burns like a glaring torch, the hurdles we have 
crossed and the roar in us that speaks to the world.
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Humanity: The Sole  
Meaning of Life

Humanity  has plummeted with the passage of time. The 

root cause for the millions of problems and adversities all 

over the world is the constant corrosion of humanity in the 

hearts of the people. The lack of humanity and compassion 

reflects an increased self indulgence in our society. Decades 

of growing affluence and consumption have amplified our 

desire for individual gratification. As we turn through the 

pages of a newspaper we see the entire paper filled with all 

sorts of barbaric acts and crimes driven by greed for wealth. 

Is this the purpose for which humans were made by God? For 

a while we may pause and express our outrage, but then we 

move on to the urgent business of our daily lives.

Humanity is scarce today, but not extinct. The paragons of 

virtue, the ones who promise hope for the society, still exist 

amidst these crimes taking place all over the world. Lessons 

of humanity must begin from the home itself and should 

be nurtured from childhood. Humanity brings hope and life 

to the downtrodden and the disheartened. Gandhiji once 

said, “When peace and harmony becomes the main cause of 

every kind of service rendered to the nation and its people, it 

becomes the service to God.” Come, together let’s make this 

world a better place to live! 
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My First Trek

Success: What do we mean by success? Success is not a 

target, it is never ending. But spiritually it is self satisfaction. It 

is a victory towards self considered competition. Success can 

be achieved by continuous goal oriented performance and 

dedication. Although there are ups and downs in everyone’s 

life but the one with excellence can achieve success. Many 

people are seen running behind success but do not rectify 

their mistakes. Everyone needs to be industrious and 

never be despair to achieve success. If one loves anything 

and is passionate about it, he can excel in it. Perseverance,  

determination  coupled with passion has the power to  

propel one towards excellence. So, one should practice hard 

to excel in what they want to achieve.

As is said by Mario Andretti,“Desire is the key to motivation, 

My first trek was to Vasota forest (Bamnoli, Satara District).

Our journey started on 28th of March 2018 and ended on 30th 
of March 2018. We travelled for 6-7 hours.

On 28th March, we packed many things to drink, play, eat, 
see and read. Then we made a checklist and confirmed that 
everything is packed, after which we were all set to go. For 
our journey we bought some chips and drove till we reached 
Satara, where we had dinner. After some time we reached 
our destination Bamnoli, wherein a cosy and spacious tent 
awaited us. We slept in the tent.

On the morning of 29th March, we woke up early and went 
for a walk near the lake (reservoir of Koyna Dam) after which 
we had breakfast and tea, and were ready for the trek. We had 
to carry packed lunch, arranged by a local villager. Next was 
to book seats in the boat which would take us to the base 
of the trail heading for Vasota Fort. This booking required 
permission from the Forest in-charge, which was taken care 
of and we finally started the journey to the trek .

We reached the peak of Vasota Fort after an hour. The sight 
was magnificent. We could spot some popular and difficult 
peaks, like Chota Nageshwar and Nageshwar. Then we 
headed towards Babu Kada, the highest Cliff of Maharashtra, 
which had an enchanting 180 degrees view. That was another 
unforgettable moment for me.

The descent took almost two hours, which also brought an 
end to my first trekking experience, though the memories 
will be cherished for long.

I wish to trek more and more and explore the mighty yet 
beautiful Sahyadri Range of Maharashtra.

but it is determination and commitment to an unrelenting 

pursuit of your goal – a commitment to excellence – that will 

enable you to attain the success you seek.”

So, if we are excellent then we will achieve success. 
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Essentialism Versus 
Existentialism

The world of philosophy is very vast and can provide many 
insights into one’s life if he or she cares to peer through the 
world of ideas. The logic is very simple, someone puts up an 
idea and others respond to it; by adding on to it, refuting it, 
or modifying it.

Over the years many people have tried to give meaning to 
the words ‘purpose’ and ‘life’, and as a result, many ideologies 
have come up. One of them is that of essence, or essentialism. 
What it basically says, is that all of us are born with an 
essence inside us, and we are not us, without that essence. 
For example, the essence of a knife is its sharpness. It doesn’t 
matter whether the handle is made of wood or metal as 
long as its sharp blade does its work. Once the sharpness is 
gone, so is the knife. Therefore, what essentialism says is that 
everything and everyone has an inborn or inbuilt essence.

Essentialism does answer the bigger questions we ask in life. 
However, philosophy is indeed the discussion and debate 
of ideas. And so, other ideas emerged. The most famous  
being Existentialism.

Existentialism mainly asks the question: What if we were 
born without any specific, determined or God-given purpose 
assigned to us? It is said that ‘existence precedes essence’.

Existentialism basically refutes the idea that we have a 
predetermined purpose and that we are free to make our 
own paths and give our lives our own purpose. On the 
contrary, Essentialism believes that human’s purpose is 
decided before he comes into this world.

Those who are propounders and believers of Existentialism 
think that the world wasn’t created for a reason and it doesn’t 
exist for a reason. If it is so, we are free; there is no cosmic 
justice, no fairness, no order, no rules.

The real fix here is not with the fact that we have a lack of 
purpose, but it is the terrifying abundance of freedom. We 
have no one to tell us what we truly should do, because 
there is no such thing. All that we do has to be justified by 
ourselves. We give our actions and life a meaning; it is not the 
government, the temples, or parents, who decide the purpose 
of your life. You might think these authorities can give 
answers but all of these institutions only offer  guidelines are 
moral code that they had used  and hence,  all the guideline 
don’t apply to us. This is what existentialism says.

You are your own God. You are only responsible for your 

actions. It solely depends on you. Let’s say that you scored 
very well in your exams, it was only because of your choice 
of working hard. Similarly, you would have flunked had you 
chosen not to work hard.

Doing what someone else says or does is what is called ‘bad 
faith’ in existentialism. Any meaning that your life has, is 
given to it by you. 

Please remember that these ideas are not those which  
I believe in. They have their flaws, but they also have their 
plus points. One can always pick the positives from what 
they read and incorporate it into their own lives.
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Being Real 

I and my friend decided to treat ourselves to a sugary delight 
at this cute, newly opened confectionary. Our exams were over 
so it only seemed fair, plus it had great reviews - as claimed 
by social media. Just as we got our dainty little cupcakes, my 
friend exclaimed, “Wait, I need a picture for Facebook!” and 
she fished out her phone. My mouth salivating, I waited till 
she had posted the picture. Then we dug in. Honestly, those 
were the most unpleasant cupcakes I’d ever had. Later I saw, 
my friend had received multiple likes and comments on 
her picture.  

Certainly, we are living in an online world. But is this virtual 
world getting the better of us? We post our pictures at fancy 
hotels, classy restaurants and warm pools, making everything 
seem better than it is. Why don’t we talk about the filthy 
slums next to the five star hotels, where hundreds of children 
dwell. We conveniently crop out smelly garbage dumpsters 
and mucky creeks, next to the most Instagrammable scenic 
location, pretending it never existed.

Why do we consistently need others’ appeal to mould our 
choices and influence our personality? Is our self-reliance 
ebbing away? We seem to have forgotten that social media 
is meant to connect and build better relationships with other 
people, not fake ones with ourselves. We have forgotten 
ourselves amidst unreal facebook friends and have gone 
off track in a desperate measure to make our lives seem 
better on various social platforms and also to get a sense  
of validation.

We need to embrace our flaws, our quirks. They are what 
make us unique and real. We have incredible talents and 
ideas that can change lives. Yes, reality is stark but believe me, 
it’s your personality that’s beautiful, not your profile picture. 
So, let us connect with ourselves first, and then appreciate 
others for who they are.
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It was a cloudy, dark and gloomy evening. Rahul was playing 

cricket with his friends when one of his friends, who was 

batting, hit a six. Being the fielder nearest to the direction in 

which the ball went, he had to go and bring the ball. The ball 

landed in the courtyard of an abandoned house which was 

empty for almost two years. No one had ever gone near that 

house during that time, as there was a rumour that the house 

was haunted and some strange incidents had happened 

here. At first he was quite reluctant to go inside and bring the 

ball, but then he remembered that his mother used to say 

that there are no ghosts. Gathering some strength, he went 

near the gate of that abandoned house and tried to open it. 

At first it didn’t open, but after applying a little more force, it 

opened. It created a creaking sound. He just thought it was 

due to the rusted iron gate. Then he went inside and saw his 

ball lying in the courtyard.

As he was going towards the courtyard, he felt as if the 

lights of the room beside the courtyard were on. Then 

suddenly the lights got switched off and the radio turned on. 

It started playing a strange and eerie tune. He was unable 

to understand that how could the radio still be in working 

condition. Rahul went to switch it off and as soon as he turned 

back and walked a few steps, the radio started playing again. 

This time, he was really frightened and tried to concentrate 

just on picking up the ball and leaving. Suddenly an old table 

in the hall turned with a loud noise. He screamed. The lights 

also started to flicker and he got more terrified with each 

passing moment. He just wanted to leave when suddenly 

something caught his attention. It was a wire which he saw 

was attached to the table which seemed to be earlier turned 

on. The wire seemed to be coming from the room beside the 

hall. He sensed something wrong and decided to investigate. 

He went following that wire and saw someone running and 

jumping out of that house. He just got to see a glimpse of the 

man and not see his face. He sensed something really wrong 

and called his friends, parents and the police.

After more investigation, it turned out to be some smugglers 

who had been using the house as their base. He then realized 

that all this was done to scare the passersby and to make 

sure that no one lives there again.
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An out of the World 
Experience
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The Not-So-Well- 
Reputed World

Reading is a pleasure. Reading is a world. A world much better 

than the physical reality we experience every day. You may 

say that it is just the world of a bunch of geeks who if asked 

about their mode of enjoyment would say books, but........

BUT I am sorry to say you are being stereotypical. You are 

looking at this world through a microscopic peep hole! 

This not-so-well-reputed-world is much more than what 

you expect from it. It is like a dream. You won’t even know 

when you journeyed through the whole book as BEING the 

protagonist. Not convinced? Let ME prove it.

 The Harry Potter series- a series showing such  remarkable 

fantasies, that you can’t help but end up sinking in the seas 

of MAGIC; magic of Rowling.  

This not-so-well-reputed-world helps you to be descriptive. 

It helps you frame the trifles of details into words and create 

an interesting atmosphere. For example, while walking on a 

road, you see a peculiar dress displayed in the shop and think 

that it would suit your mother perfectly. But, how would you 

describe the dress to your mother? If you didn’t read books 

you would simply end up saying-a beautiful, blue dress. 

If you happen to read books you would say-a remarkable 

turquoise dress with a peculiar neckline and so on. Therefore, 

it inculcates precision. 

Upon my little experience in reading, I could notice that it 

makes you open to other’s perspective. Reading books having 

multiple POVs (point of view)-be it some random POVs or 

the classic protagonist-antagonist POVs, helps one develop 

problem solving ability. The best advantage of reading books 

is that you come across a plethora of characters-be it foolish, 

brave, wise or kind. The characters are so convincing and 

agreeable that you start  ‘worshipping’ the character. For 

example, take Sherlock Holmes. His quote,“Mediocrity knows 

nothing higher than itself; but talent instantly recognises 

the genius” is so meaningful  that he became my all-time 

favourite character just because of this very quote! 

In all, Reading REALLY helps you with matters of outside 

and inside. At times of ‘emotional crisis’, I have always found 

reading books a good alternative to relax myself. “After all, 

reading helps you travel around the world by just sitting on 

an armchair.
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Rakesh was a small village boy who worked at a fruit orchard. 

He was barely seven, when his father sent him to work. After 

a long day at work, in the evening, he used to sit under 

a mango tree and rest. It was an ordinary mango tree, but 

Rakesh found it really special. 

As summer approached, small raw mangoes appeared on 

the tree. Rakesh was the first one to notice them. He saw to 

it that no one tried to pluck them. Once at work, he saw an 

old lady staring at the tree. He ran to the old lady and asked 

“Who are you, grandma?” The old lady smiled and replied 

“Take care of the raw mangoes till they ripen. And when they 

do, wait for one of them to fall.” Saying this, the old lady took 

her walking stick, and walked away. Little Rakesh, wondered 

for a while, and went back to work.

Soon the day arrived when the small raw mangoes turned 

into big, bright-yellow, juicy mangoes. Remembering what 

the old lady had said, he started staring at the mangoes, 

waiting for one of them to fall. It was half past one, still 

none of the mangoes moved from their place. “Rakesh! 

Hey Rakesh!” shouted his master angrily from the window. 

Scared little Rakesh ran to his master’s house before he could 

shout again. When he entered the house he saw his master 

and his wife staring at him angrily. “What is this?” his master 

questioned him angrily. There were a few rotten mangoes 

on the table. “I really don’t know how this happened master, 

I swear!” said Rakesh in a scared voice. “Those were my 

favourite Alphonso mangoes! How could you not take care 

of them?” said his master’s wife angrily. “The mango orchard 

was your responsibility and you have now proved that you 

can no longer take care of them. You are fired!”. Saying this, his 

master threw him out of the house.

Poor Rakesh, sad and confused, ran to the tree and started 

weeping badly. The Sun was already setting and he had not 

eaten anything since morning. “It’s okay, little boy.” said a soft 

voice beside him. When he looked up, he saw the same old 

lady he had met a couple of days ago. “The mangoes have 

ripened, haven’t they?” she said, in a cheerful way. “Yes they 

have.” he said while wiping away his tears. Before he could  

utter a word, a big, juicy mango fell from the tree. “Ah! Looks 

juicy!” said the old lady while picking up the mango. “Now 

eat it up with a happy mind, and you will find the greatest 

treasure! “, said the old lady and vanished in the dark. Rakesh 

peeled the skin and started eating as instructed. When he 

was done he was left with a ‘Seed’. It was smaller than the 

usual ones and looked ordinary. He kept the seed in his 

pocket and slept off under the tree.

In the morning, he left the orchard waving at his special tree. 

After travelling the whole day, he thought of resting in an 

open land. In the morning, he took the seed out of his pocket 

and thought of planting it . He planted the seed in the middle 

of the land. Rakesh thought that he will stay and take care 

of the plant. With the passage of time, Rakesh and the plant, 

both had grown up big and tall. The tree had lots of big and 

juicy mangoes. Rakesh climbed up the tree and plucked out 

three big and juicy mangoes. After eating them, he was left 

with three mango seeds. He thought of planting them too!

Soon there were four big mango trees, full of big, bright 

yellow, juicy mangoes. He sold a few mangoes, and earned a 

lot of money. He soon made his own mango orchard. One day, 

while Rakesh was going to the market to sell his mangoes, he 

saw the same fruit orchard where he worked. He noticed his 

special tree too. There it stood, shading some other boys like 

he was, tall, healthy and laden with big, juicy mangoes.

“It is truly a special tree.” he said to himself with a smile and 

walked away.

meble

Aryaa Nayak, VII-Tulip

The Special Tree
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Aditya Srinivasan, X-Lily

Enriching Lives Through 
Service

meble

Hithali Renganathan, VII-Tulip

Nature

If there is a virtue that transcends all the trials and tribulations 

of life and is capable of healing even the most scarred heart, 

then I believe that it is the virtue of selflessness.

To be a part of the human society comes with the foremost 

obligation to make it better and each one of us has the 

inherent capacity to strive for this betterment of the whole. 

Serving our fellow beings is not merely about performing 

one or two isolated acts of kindness, for no action of ours is 

performed without leaving an imprint on our own lives. 

Being selfless is not denying oneself the basic amenities, it is 

the willingness to forsake certain comforts for enabling us to 

focus our goodness onto nobler goals. It is the will to accept 

and contend with suffering in order to reverse it; and above 

all, it is the realization that it is by serving our fellow beings 

(human and otherwise), that love and harmony would pour 

into our parched lives. 

It is a common notion that the act of giving causes one’s 

wealth to dwindle. But it is not so. Wealth in all its forms, must 

not be static, it must keep circulating at all times. In fact, the 

word ‘currency’, which represents today’s practical life-force, 

is derived from the Latin word ‘currere’ which means ‘to 

flow’. The more we choose to give, the more will life shower 

upon us. However, it is the intent behind giving and serving 

that determines the fruit one reaps out of it. Therefore, it is 

essential that service is done with a pure heart, solely for the 

betterment of humanity. 

From all the varied pieces of philosophy that I have read, I have 

come to believe that contentment can never be complete if 

it is sought through material possessions. But when we shed 

our ego and make a conscious attempt to unburden others’ 

lives, even in seemingly tiny ways, a strange joy surges from 

within, which is not ephemeral, like that which is derived 

from material affluence. 

If you think that you are not in a position to give, then look 

around yourself and figure out the means by which you can 

ease the life around you. I once read somewhere: “A person’s 

life is judged by how it touches the lives of others”. Do not 

think that your efforts might be too insignificant to make a 

difference, for every small bit will act as a synapse between 

you and the world, it will consolidate the love that binds  

us all.

“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the 

service of others.” These are the words of Gandhiji. Indeed, 

selfless service provides to us, a new perspective of ourselves 

when we realise that the universal qualities of compassion, 

empathy and love are latent in all of us.

It is so scenic

And feels like magic,

It has been so old

But changes itself in hot and cold,

 The trees are so green

 You feel content and serene,

 Birds chirp in it

 Children play in it,

It is fun, pure and plain

When falls the heavy drops of rain,

Gives an experience exotic

Under its spell

In its beauty we revel!
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Diti Shinde, IX-Rose

Rusty’s Birthday Bash…

Date: 19th May, birthday of Ruskin Bond, the writer of hills.

Vacations are to have fun and spend time with family. This 
summer I visited Dehradun with my family. While we had 
a stay there, I came to know that on the occasion of Sir 
Rusty’s birthday he had decided to meet his well-wishers at 
a bookstore in Mussoorie. It was indeed very thrilling news. 
Meeting a well known writer, whose stories I have been 
reading since I was a child, was a dream come true. I requested 
my parents to take me there, and wow!!! They agreed. What 
a great moment it was. Before going on holidays I was doing 
a chart on Ruskin bond for the school library. Adding to the 
excitement was our holiday homework which was supposed 
to be done on Ruskin Bond. What an opportunity it was!

We started the 2 hour journey with a mind which was just 
imagining the scene at the store. We reached a day before. 
That night seemed to be very long; Excitement didnot 
let me sleep. I woke up early. Around 1 ‘o’ clock, I was 
standing in the queue clutching a book and a personalized  
birthday card.

The queue augmented over time. It was a long one, with 
media interviewing the people around. All the sweat that 
came while standing in the hot sun was worth it.

Ruskin Bond finally showed up wearing his world famous 
sweater. His smile was like a jewel on his face. It really took a 
while to calm the people around. 

When it was our turn, my nervousness was at its peak. We 
went in and gave him birthday wishes, in return he wished 
us!!! Such an ebullient person he is! I gave my card; he smiled 

meble

Shashwat Sankranti XI-Lily

Still Silent Hope

The stillness of the night seems eternal,

The street lights shimmer in the dark,

The street is silent ahead of me.

The silence causes me despair,

Today was another grey day,

 I sigh.

 I sigh.

 I sigh.

 The silence is deafening.

Tomorrow’s a big mystery,

I wonder if tomorrow will be different?

Through the stillness of the night,

Comes the hoot of an owl.

 I search the night sky for the owl,

 But I see the stars instead.

 After what seems like forever,

 The thought occurs to me,

If the stars can shine,

So can I.

As the minutes pass by,

I see a pink-ish glow over the horizon,

 I hear the chirping of the birds.

 The bird’s hope is the sun,

 I thought.

 And so is my hope the sun.

 And that’s how life goes on.

at me with his white shimmering teeth. He signed both 
the books I got. He even posed for a photo with us. While 
leaving the shop I got a glimpse of his eyes filled with joy and 
happiness. It was surely because of the love of well wishers 
and the enjoyment of staying in his most beloved place  
on the earth.

I really felt blessed and overjoyed. He is one of the simplest 
persons the world has known. What a great day it was, 
making an eternal mark in my memory!
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Minal Hardiker, XI-Rose

Fantastic Alphabets  
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Kanak Nigam XII-Tulip

Net Neutrality - A Move 
In The Right Direction

Internet is the oxygen of today’s life and the lifestyle. It is 

the medium for expression, information, education and 

recreation for all the social beings. Internet is slowly and 

surely becoming the core of our eco-system essential for 

everything we need in our day to day life. An eco-system that 

is biased, inconsistent and preferential while rendering the 

access service to the consumers do not augur well, for we the 

•	 A	&	Z

 Tell us that our achievement should reach the zenith.

•	 B	&	Y

 Tell us that begining should be from youth.

•	 C	&	X

 Tell us that our character should be exemplary.

•	 D	&	W

 Tell us that our deeds should be worthwhile.

•	 E	&	V

 Tell us that our efforts should be vitrous.

•	 F	&	U

 Tell us that our faith should be unique.

•	 G	&	T

 Tell us that our generosity should be timeless.

•	 H	&	S

 Tell us that our hands should be for service.

•	 I	&	R

 Tell us that I should be more reliable.

•	 J	&	Q

 Tell us that judgement should be qualitative.

•	 K	&	P

 Tell us that our knowledge should be profound.

•	 L	&	O

 Tell us that our learning should be ongoing.

•	 M	&	N

 Tell us that motivation should be non-stop.

homo-sapiens. Net neutrality is the principle that ensures the 

availability of this very desired eco-system of today.

By definition, Net-Neutrality is the principle that Internet 

service providers should enable access to all content and 

applications regardless of the source, and without favouring 

or blocking particular products or websites.

Now for understanding, net neutrality can be simply 

explained as a way by which the user would get all the 

content available on the Internet without any restrictions 

or any preference of the network they are on. Illustratively, 

we often observe that we are unable to download or view 

some content though the same is part of world wide web 

(www) and is in public domain. This is due the preference 

that has been adopted by the ISP agency. The Telco network 

make commercial deals with certain content providers 

and enable access to their websites and apps easy and 

free effectively retarding the access of the users to their 

competing digital products. This hampers the right of the 

other content providers with shallower pockets to have an 

equal amount of audience. To combat this, net neutrality 

is the solution wherein the internet is rendered to the 

consumer, standardised and consistent, following the ‘3A’  

principle – Availability, Accessibility and Affordability.

We as consumers at the end of the value chain of the web 

delivery, should have the absolute right to access anything 

and everything that the Internet has in store for us. 

The role of service providers should limit to providing access 

to the data and not deciding which content to prioritise 

for us. It clashes with our rights as consumers. The service 

provider uses the national resources of spectrum on which 

they provide the internet access and naturally do not have 

right to impact the transparency involved in the journey of 

content to consumer. Net Neutrality defies any such intent or 

practice of the service provider.

Our Internet is ours and nobody should be able to control 

our access to it. The Telco should not come between ‘I and 

the Internet’. As the biggest democracy in the world, it is ideal 

that the most widely acceptable medium for the expression 

and the consumption should be absolutely accessible.

The internet is a democratic platform so it is only fair that it 

should be by the people, of the people and for the people. 

As a citizen of the country, Net neutrality is my right!!

Compiled by
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The sun comes out,

And all goes bright,

I stare out of the window,

To gaze upon that splendid sight.

The minutes pass by,

I keep my sight over yonder,

Looking at the radiant glow everywhere,

And hither and thither,

The scene disappears,

And I look on forever.

Now, its noon, I look on.

The grass as green as ever,

The trees look tired,

And so, they slouch,

They wail for the rain,

To quench their thirst.

Alas, their prayers have been answered,

For the rain comes to save their day!

The rain drops from heaven,

Like strands of silk,

That ties the sky and the earth together,

And hither and thither,

The scene disappears,

And I look on forever.

The day stretches on,

And until the moon comes out,

In the darkened night sky.

The moon shines,

Like a silvery beam of light,

And illuminates the night sky,

And hither and thither,

The scene disappears,

And I look on forever.

meble

Shashwat Sankranti XI-Lily

The Memories Of The  
Inward Eye
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Smriti Shetty, XII-Tulip

The Open Window

The open window of my house was always my best friend.

It knew all my desires, dreams and feelings. Every morning 
I would look through it to see that boys of my village were 
going to school. Well, school was always a fantasy to me, and  
I always wondered what kind of wonderland would be across 
the gates of the village school.

Every morning, I would collect water from the common well, 
help my mom in her daily chores, and do all those jobs “an 
ideal girl” of my age was supposed to do.

Is this how I am going to live forever?

Would I rather prefer a living of my father than my mother 
after I grow up?

Will I never get to see how a school looks like?

Will I never get acquainted with the beautiful world of 
knowledge? Such questions have been haunting me since 
the time my father told me that only boys are allowed to go 
to school, college and get jobs at government offices.

“YOU?

And school?

No way! Stop being so dreamy and get to work!”

These dream shattering words of my father just taught me 
one thing that girls are never meant to fly, they are only 
meant to teach their sons and brothers to fly while they 
remain stagnant on the earth.

For an instance even my mom’s cold heart could have been 
melted, but my father?

Well he is the most adamant man I would ever get introduced 
to in my entire life. For some reason I was very confident 
about that. I never gained the courage to go against my 
father and follow my aspirations…..

Today, I am standing again in front of the open window. But 
this time I am watching my daughter go along with the boys 
to the village school, living the life I always craved to live and 
getting all those rights which I feared to ask!
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Sanika Rohanekar, XII-Lily

To Kill a Mockingbird- 
A Book Review
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Anagha Menon, X-Lily

The Ghosts

“I think there is just one kind of folks. Folks.” - Scout Finch

‘To Kill a Mockingbird’ by Harper Lee is by far my favorite 

classic, if not book. Set in the 1930s, just after the Great 

Depression, in the fictional town of Maycomb, Alabama, 

it tells the story of a black man charged for the rape of a 

white girl. While short and lucid, this beautiful book subtly 

yet powerfully, discusses the subjects of race, prejudice, 

humanity and standing up for what is right.

I find the title quite fascinating. While there is nothing on 

how to kill a mockingbird (spoiler!), the title signifies killing 

mockingbirds as killing of innocence. “Mockingbirds don’t do 

one thing but make music for us to enjoy. They don’t eat up 

people’s gardens, don’t nest in corncribs, they don’t do one 

thing but sing their hearts out for us. That’s why it’s a sin to 

kill a mockingbird.”

The best thing is that the novel is narrated from the 

perspective of a 6-9 year old girl- Scout. Especially because 

the book touches societal issues, an inexperienced and 

unbiased protagonist makes us reflect upon the unfair 

stereotypes we have created. Children are indeed innocent 

and free of judgment. Scout is a tomboy; in her attire and 

behavior. She is outspoken and encounters many incidents 

of human indecency throughout the book. It is her wise 

and patient father Atticus (who in my opinion is the BEST 

fictional father figure ever), who explains to her that as evil 

as humanity can be, it also has the capacity of being kind. 

Choosing the latter often eradicates the evil.

This story has some humor to it paired with intriguing 

arguments, rife in today’s world. It is beautiful,  

heart-wrenching and leaves the reader with mixed emotions. 

I believe it is a must-read for everybody, young or old as it really 

sets the line between what is right and wrong. It suggests us 

to look beyond people’s skin color, race and appearances as 

they are often nicer than they may be portrayed.

A few ghosts scare me

Scare me out of my wits

They are not out

Rather from inside my head they hit

 One is named failure

 Oh! it gets me every time

 Makes me want to cry

 Makes me feel like grime

 The other is insecurity

 One of the scariest

 Tells me I’m the weirdest

 Makes me a conformist

Another one is anxiety

Tells me I’m lonely

Tells me I’m worthless

And I need to flee

 Then comes depression

 This one’s the most deadly

 People ask “are you fine?”

 I say “yeah” but still, “please help me”

 Is what I pine

They say “ghosts don’t exist!”

But I say they do

Exorcisms don’t work on them

They’re only scared of a confident you.
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Pride meble

Athira Nair, XII-Aster

Baba

Twitter overflowing

Rainbows everywhere

Some roasting and throwing shade

Taking us nowhere.

Pride

They say they’re Homophobic

But trust me that’s not true

Phobia’s not the right word

Just a nicer one in lieu.

Pride

Up until now no one died due to love

But due to the lack thereof

Clearly that’s not the case now

Just look at all those innocents killed.

Pride

Two men holding guns

Very manly, very bold

Instead if they hold hands

How disgusting! Probably cajoled.

Pride

How did it get reduced to just a trend?

Because one thing we have to abide

Is saying it without the hash tag and with 
pride.

When my Baba kissed me good bye

With tears rolling down

Startled,

I wondered,

Is he my Baba?

For I had never seen him cry

My heart sank 

I exclaimed

Tears Baba!

He said, “No dear, dust”

And wiped away his tears

I too, smiled.

Baba, today we are at the seashore and

All I could think of is...

The sun will rise again, the stars will shine.

But the light in your eyes will not be as bright 
as it was yesterday....

Each day is a passing memory...

Each day, I pray that please stop the time.

Please let things be stuck in this beautiful 
moment…

But again,

The world is not a poetry

And people aren’t fictional...

But I wish

To be stuck in this beautiful moment amongst 
the ocean and Baba,

Forever.

 
It Takes Two 

The third edition of BBSMUN was conducted on 19 August 2017.	Owing to the sheer measure of 
participation, the 2017 BBPSMUN introduced an unprecedented two committees- the UNSC 

(United Nations Security Council) and the UNFCCC (United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change) with 29 and 31 delegates respectively.  

The Organising Committee and Executive Board comprised students of class 12, while the 
participants ranged from class 9 to class 11 students.  

 

 
The venue for UNSC was the secondary wing computer lab and for UNFCCC, library. 

Ms. Madhu Singh and Ms. Anupama Marwade. 
 
 

Bordering Genius: The Security Council 
 The UNSC session began with a welcome speech by Secretary-General Drasti Jain followed by a 

briefing about the MUN procedure by Director 
Lakshita Joshi and Moderator Manavi Luthra. 
Representative of Egypt was the first to take 

the dais and set the ball rolling for the General 
Speakers’ List (GSL). The issues cited during 
this segment included the Israeli-Palestinian 

conflict, hostility between Ethiopia and Eritrea, 
the Senkaku islands dispute, the US-Mexico 

border and the Kashmir conflict.  

 

7 rounds of moderated caucuses followed to 
further discuss these issues. Notable arguments  
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were put forth by representatives of Human Rights Watch, Russia, Japan, Syria and China. 
Two draft resolutions were presented to the Chair and ‘Alpha Q’, by authors USA, HRW and 

Pakistan was passed. 
 

The ‘highlight of the session’, as dubbed by Director Lakshita Joshi, was a pointed discourse 
between the representatives of Pakistan and India over the Kashmir border conflict, with pertinent 
questions and sharp rebuttals from both sides. Their active contribution to the discussions of the 

committee fetched them first and second place in the Best Delegate category. 

 
It’s Heating In Here 

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change was the second committee of 
BBPSMUN 2017 with the “Climate Change and Ways to Mitigate it” as the agenda. The Director 

was Tanvi Vipra and the Moderator Mayank Sharma. 
 

Climate Change is an issue which has been in 
the limelight for a couple of years now, and 

that needs to be urgently dealt with. With the 
same objective, the young delegates armed 
with their research, engaged in substantive 

debates and arguments to discuss the problem, 
effect on their respective countries, solutions 

and measures taken by their countries to 
combat the issue of climate change. 
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#Winning 
 Best Delegates of the UNFCCC: Nandini Sain 

(left) and Tanvir Gupta 
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Best Delegate 
 

Special Mention 

UNSC Amartya Sinha, XI Lily [Pakistan] 
Anant Khijanchi, X Rose [India] 

Chaitanya D. R., IX Lily [Syria] 

UNFCCC Nandini Sain, X Lily [USA] 
Tanvir Gupta, X Lily [DPRK] 

Devang Watkar, X Lily [UK] 
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Right: The tireless efforts of the Organising Committee and Executive Board made it all a success.  
[left to right] Atishay Jain (logistics), Aatif Hodekar (Press Corps), Mayank Sharma, Tanvi Vipra, Lakshita 

Joshi, Manavi Luthra, Shraddha Panday (Press Corps), Drasti Jain, Nidhi Singh (logistics), 
 and Aadya Joshi (Press Corps) 
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The Real Life of  
Phunsuckh Wangdu

Sonam Wangchuk is one of only two Indians to win the 

Ramon Magsaysay Award 2018, which is regarded as the 

Asian version of the Nobel Prize.

His flexible frame deceives the years that he has put in 

designing an instructive and social development in the 

remote ‘Land of high passes’ that is Ladakh. “In electing 

Sonam Wangchuk to receive the 2018 Ramon Magsaysay 

Award, the board of trustees recognizes ‘his uniquely 

systematic, collaborative and community-driven reform of 

learning systems’ in remote northern India, thus improving 

the life opportunities of Ladakhi youth, and his constructive 

engagement of all sectors in local society to harness science 

and culture creatively for economic progress, thus setting an 

example for the less privileged in the world,” a statement on 

the award’s website.

Wangchuk first came into the spotlight in 2009, when 

his story inspired Aamir Khan’s character of Phunsukh 

Wangdu in the film 3 Idiots. But there’s more to this  

engineer-turned-educationist than what celluloid could’ve 

done equity to. Born and brought up in a small town of five 

households about 70 kms from Leh, Wangchuk put in the 

first nine years of his life realizing in what he calls “a holistic, 

harmonious way”. “There weren’t any schools in my village, 

so I learnt to read and write from my mother. I played in the 

fields, sowing seeds, working with animals, jumping in the 

river, climbing trees,” he says. Afterwards, while pursuing 

his mechanical engineering, he started encouraging and 

teaching children to earn an income. “That is when I realized 

how deplorable the state of education was in the region,” 

the 51-year-old says. As indicated by insights from the 

Himalayan Institute of Alternatives, an elective college for 

mountain improvement that Wangchuk is setting up, 95 per 

cent students failed their board exams in 1996. Throughout 

the following two decades, this number has consistently 

decreased to 25 per cent this year. 

Besides being known for his efforts to improve the imparting 

of education to Ladakhi students, Wangchuk is also known 

for his role as an environmentalist in his native Ladakh, 

an area witnessing the vagaries of climate change. He 

designed Ice Stupas (artificial glaciers) as a means to combat  

water shortages. 

His dream project – the Himalayan Institute of Alternatives 

(HIAL). The institute aims to “create a sustainable ecosystem 

of constant innovation”, wherein youth from different 

Himalayan countries will come together to research the 

issues faced by mountain people – in education, culture and 

environment and also formulate ways to solve those issues 

through out-of-the-box ideas and practical application 

of knowledge. “The world needs real-world universities,  

‘doer’ universities.

“Engineer-turned-educationist Sonam Wangchuk is 

changing the education landscape of Ladakh, one failed 

student at a time”

meble

Harshal Hardiker, VI - Rose

What Should We Learn 
From….

An Ant: To go in a queue and save things for 

the future

A Dog: To be faithful and active forever

A Cow: To nourish all, like milk does

A Cuckoo: To please others by the sweetness in 

its voice

A Flower: To make everybody happy without 

any distinction

A Tree: To shelter the needy, friend and foe

A River: To love and serve all the people around 

the world
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Hosting the Unknown

Dear Readers,

I want to share my experience with you.

A few days before the 22nd of October in 2017, my family 

accepted the honour of hosting two young students from 

a group of twenty-four from the Northeastern states for  

three days.

A wave of excitement ran through me. I ran to grocery store 

and filled the fridge with fresh supplies. I also helped in 

cleaning the house. I did whatever I could to make the house 

lovely before they stepped in. While I did this, I was excited as 

to how they would look, talk, dress, and eat. As the day came 

closer, I was getting high. Then came the day.

On the 22nd of October it was a moment of pride and honour 

to welcome the group of twenty-four young college students 

from different regions of the North-eastern States.

We received them at Panvel station with dhol and got 

together for a brief orientation session. That was when  

I first saw Nisha and Lakshmi. Nisha was from Assam and 

Lakshmi was from Meghalaya. We picked up their luggage 

and left for home. When we reached home, both of them got 

comfortable and started to mingle with us. I cannot credit 

my skills, but only their sense of inclusion for this.Later, I 

took them for Kharghar darshan and clicked several pictures  

with them. 

Today when I look back at some of those photographs, 

they reflect some of my mother’s most joyful faces. She was 

evidently happy to be with them. 

Dinner time was the most exciting moment. It was amusing 

to tell them the name of each dish and ask them to 

remember it. Dinner time discussions gave me a peek into 

their lives. Some of the things that amused me were that 

these educated, English speaking, independent girls walk 

5km to fetch water and wash dishes. I was also fascinated 

to know that it is not the wife but the husband who leaves 

his house and settles with his in laws after marriage. I also 

learned that they had to travel to college every day on a very 

slow-moving cart.

Late at night, Lakshmi and Nisha used to perform their 

folk dances. They would slip into their cultural outfits and 

dance with bamboo sticks. These moments were the best. 

We enjoyed it so much that we couldn’t help but join them 

too. These three days passed like a whirl of wind. As we took 

pictures just a few minutes before their departure, I realised 

that, however hard I try to neglect and exaggerate the 

differences, the similarities are so many that they can never 

thread us apart. 

SEAL, a youth wing of ABVP is actively involved in such 

beautiful work to ensure them that we are all one and united. 

Their yearly work brings into our lives a reflection of their 

beautiful hearts and the beautiful places they hail from.

Truly, diversity is a blessing, it is only because of diversity 

that we are able to recognise each other. Suppose the land 

is going to be same everywhere, you would not be able to 

choose an ideal land type. Let’s say in the blessed land of 

Sangli you would end up eating only sugar products and 

that yummy pizza would only be a bream. So is the case with 

everything on the planet including humans. Geographical 

boundaries are just an arrangement we have made for our 

convenience, but otherwise, the whole cosmos is our home.

This experience has brought some sort of clarity in my life.

Truly, the world is one family.

VASUDHAIVA	KUTUMBAKAM
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During the summer of 2017, I got the golden opportunity to 

travel to Europe. This was an enriching experience for me. It 

had taken me months of research, to zero down the places 

that I wanted to visit in Europe. Little had I known that this 

trip, would leave an indelible imprint on my mind.

Paris had always been on top of my list of must-visit places. 

Paris, the city which symbolizes love; is extremely popular 

amongst travellers. Known as the fashion destination of the 

world, also known as the world’s culinary capital, its bakery 

products, art and architecture, and other attractions which 

pull people all the world. 

We arrived in the beautiful city of Paris on the evening of  

2nd June 2017. It was a three hours train journey by Euro Star 

(the high-speed railway service which connects London to 

Amsterdam, Paris and other popular places). The rail route 

from London to Paris, gave us the most picturesque views 

of landscapes. After getting into Paris and checking into our 

hotel, we headed straight to the most popular destination 

of Paris.

The first thing that comes to your mind when you think of 

Paris is the Eiffel Tower. So, without much delay, my father 

and me, headed towards the tower. Some of you may think 

that it is overrated but let me tell you, the Eiffel Tower is 

MAGNIFICENT. We watched the sunset from the top of the 
tower and then went down and watched the tower sparkle 
at midnight. If you are in love with Paris as much as I am, 
you’ll have a special moment when seeing the beautiful 
tower sparkle in the night, as it is a breath-taking view. The 
Eiffel Tower is open for public view and the hustle-bustle of 
the city makes you feel so alive and kicking, even at midnight. 
With food trucks lining the streets around the Eiffel Tower, 
and souvenir-sellers all along the way, it’s a tourist’s paradise. 
I cannot put my feelings for the Eiffel Tower in words. The 
experience of viewing the city from the top was exhilarating 
and gave me immense joy.

In our four-day trip to Paris, we wanted to capture this 
beautiful city in entirety. I could not contain my excitement 
to tour the city. I was restless to go to Paris and after arriving, 
it seemed like a dream.

We started our next day with the Notre-Dame Cathedral, 
which is a famous cathedral and is a masterpiece of Gothic 

meble

Shravani Singh, X-Lily

The City Of Love: Paris

architecture and is the symbolic heart of the city. It is one of 

Paris’ top tourist attractions with a history dating back to the 

12th century.

Next, we went to the Pantheon followed by the beautiful 

Jardin Du Luxembourg. The Pantheon is a building in the 

Latin Quarter in Paris and is an example of neo-classical 

architecture. The Jardin Du Luxembourg, was open only to 

the royals before the French revolution, is now one of the 

most popular places for relaxation in the lively city of Paris. 

The garden has a beautiful landscape and nice atmosphere. 

I would have loved to spend a full day there, just lazing 

around and taking in the beautiful view, reading a book but 

unfortunately, we did not have enough time.

Afterwards, we headed to the world-famous Louvre Museum. 

It is the world’s largest art museum and a historic monument 

in Paris. It is also the home of Leonardo Da Vinci’s Mona Lisa. 

It appeared primitive with an enormous gallery. A visit to 

Paris, is incomplete without visiting the beautiful palaces 

and museums that adorn the city. After visiting the Louvre 

we went to the Palais-Royal. It is a royal palace, first home 

to Cardinal Richelieu and also the childhood home of King 

Louis XIV. The palace is not open to the public but you can 

still enjoy the exquisite gardens.

Later, we went to the Square Rene Viviani and the Petit 

Palace. The square Rene Viviani is a small public square near  

Notre-Dame and the Petit Palace is a fine arts museum 

with ancient and medieval collections. Later in the evening, 

we visited the Champs Élysées, Invalides and the Arc De 

Triomphe. The Champs Élysées avenue tops the list of the 

most beautiful avenues in the world and is famous for its 

glory and grandeur. The view from the bridge was dazzling 

with the Eiffel Tower in the distance. It was a beautiful area 

for a stroll. The Invalides is a museum where they have 

a tomb of Napoleon. It has a beautiful arcade and a lot of 

historical things worth seeing. Standing at the western end 

of the Champs Élysées, the Arc De Triomphe is one of the 

prime monuments of the city. It has 284 steps to the top and 

the best time to visit is in the evening.

On our third day in Paris, we spent the day in Versailles. The 

Chateau De Versailles was the main residence of the Kings 

of France. With the Hall of Mirrors, Grand Chandeliers, Kings 
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Apartments and the most beautiful gardens in Paris, this 

requires an entire day of exploring on its own. The palace also 

has a few restaurants and activities to do around the garden 

and lake. This was a majestic experience for me and I actually 

felt like a princess, amidst all the beauty and grandeur. The 

place was charming with admirable gardens and primitive 

architecture. The royal vibe of the place was very alluring.

After spending the day in Versailles, we spent the evening 

watching street shows and sitting in cute cafes in the historic 

city of Bastille. Though the fortress no longer remains, this 

place had played an important role in the internal conflicts 

of France.

You all must have known about the Disneyland in Paris, 

so we spent our final day in Paris at Disneyland. Though  

I have been lucky enough to visit the Disneyland in Orlando 

and Hong Kong, there was no way I could skip this. The 

Disneyland Paris consists of two Theme Parks with magical 

attractions, entertainment, special events and meet n greets 

with famous Disney Characters. Some of my favourite rides 

were the Tower of Terror, Hyperspace Mountain, Big Thunder 

Mountain and the Indiana Jones. Also, I loved the Parade and 

the Disney Illuminations at the closing time, which were just 

magical. I am a huge fan of amusement parks, so, of course, 

I loved the Disneyland. Visiting the place was really fun and 

enjoyable.

Talking about food, the boulangeries in Paris, which are 

shops selling baked goods, are amazing. The baked goods 

are heavenly. Food that you should look out for, are Golden 

baguettes, buttery croissants and mouth-watering pastries; 

Paris would not be Paris without its boulangeries. Being a 

foodie, I found the exquisite dishes, delightful.

If you intend to visit Paris, you must learn a bit of French, 

ahead of your trip. French is the language spoken in Paris and 

English is not very commonly used. However, with me and 

my father knowing a bit of French, it was a tad easier for us.

And with that, my time in Paris was over and we headed to 

Belgium the next day. Needless to say, visiting Paris, was the 

biggest highlight of my trip to Europe. The art and architecture 

of the place, the food, the slow-moving rivers and the aura 

and style of the place; make it all a very charming destination 

for all world travellers. I would recommend this highly, to all 

my friends, who wish to see the world! When I shut my eyes 

even today, my fondest memory of this gorgeous city, is the 

shining Eiffel Tower, sparkling at midnight…………. A dream 

come true for all travellers!

meble

Shruti Kulkarni, XII-Aster

The Balloons of  
Happiness

Max was a nine year old boy who lived with his mother in 
Paris. His mother, Mrs. Drew was his only world. His father, 
Mr. Drew had died when he was just six. His mother was a 
working woman. She used to work throughout the day at 
the office and used to come home late. She would get only 
the weekends to spend time with Max. They used to go out, 
try out new things and have a blast. Max loved balloons. Mrs. 
Drew would bring balloons for her prince.

The monsoons had arrived. It was raining cats and dogs 
everywhere. It was already dark and Max was eagerly waiting 
for his mom to return from work. It was very late. He fell 
asleep while waiting for his mother. The next day when he 
woke up, he didn’t find his mother at home. He asked his 
neighbors if they knew anything. They reluctantly told him 
that his mother had died the last night in an accident. He was 
all alone in the world. There was no one with whom he could 
share his feelings and do all the fun he and his mother used 
to do when she was alive. He couldn’t concentrate on any of 
the things, not even at school. He used to cry all day. 

There was a girl named Annie. She was Mr. Drew’s friend’s 
daughter. Her house was just a couple of blocks away from 
Max’s house. After hearing the news of Mrs. Drew’s death, she 
came to meet Max. She consoled him and advised him to 
live with her. There was no other option left with Max other 
than to live with her. She would drop Max to school, help him 
do the school work and was always like an elder sister. She 
would buy many things for him.

As time passed, Max had started to feel like a burden on 
Annie. He decided to run away from the house. He did leave 
a letter for Annie, thanking her for everything she had done 
to keep him happy. When Annie returned home, she found 
his letter. She rushed out to find him. She looked for him 
everywhere but was unable to find him. After so much of 
hard work and worry, she found him sitting at the seashore. 
He was crying. She scolded him a lot for running away from 
the house. When Annie asked him why he had done that, he 
told everything. She was shocked to hear such an answer. 
She understood that his mind was disturbed. To lighten his 
mind, she bought him some balloons and told him to release 
the balloons in the air and promise her that he would release 
all of his negative thoughts and sorrow too. He then released 
the balloons in the air and waved them goodbye forever.
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mebleRendezvous with the Achievers

What	did	your	study	schedule	consist	of?

Akanksha	 Gubbala: I had a very flexible study schedule. 

I used to start my day by studying Physics in the morning, 

Chemistry in the afternoon and Maths at night. I used 

to take short breaks between my study sessions to keep 

myself refreshed and take tests every weekend to assess my 

preparation. 

Aayushi	Jha:	I had a consistent study schedule which I tried 

to adhere to the best of my capacity. On some days the 

schedule coud not be followed I would try to make up for 

the last time and it worked for me.

Shraddha	 	 Panday: I did not follow a strict schedule, but 

revised regularly and often ‘burned the midnight oil’ before 

exams. Revising the topics, studied in class, at home, is  

the key.

Tanvi	 	Vipra:	 There was no particular study schedule that 

I followed during the year. I kept experimenting with new 

ways of studying and just stuck to whatever I felt was best 

at the time. Every person grasps information differently. So 

keep experimenting and see what works for you. Use the 

term ‘exams’ to judge your method and performance.

I believe in one thing very strongly; pay attention in class.  

What you learn in class cannot be compared to anything else.

What	are	your	hobbies?	How	did	you	balance	them	with	

your	studies?

Akanksha:	I like to draw and read novels and comics.

Ayushi:	I like to read. I am an avid reader.

Shraddha: I enjoy singing and have left no occasion to show 

it in school. Visual arts, films, books and music have always 

been my areas of interest.

Tanvi: Reading novels is my passion.

How	 did	 you	 manage	 your	 time	 between	 social	 media	

and	academics?

Akanksha:	 I never used social media, but instead, I used 

online learning resources to gain an in-depth understanding 

of various topics. Some people use social media for group 

studies and derive benefits from it. So my take is that it is 

useful if you use it in moderation.

Ayushi:	 I tried to strike a balance out between leisure  

and studies.

Shraddha:	Social media proves to be a hindrance to every 

student at some point in their school life. I believe that 

reaching the ‘acceptance’ phase of the problem is half the 

battle won. Restricting phone usage, as difficult as it may 

seem, is the only way out.

Tanvi: Most of us are clearly very active on social media and I 

don’t feel that there is anything wrong with it as long as you 

use it responsibly.

Akanksha	Gubbala 
Science

Shraddha	Panday 
Humanities

Ayushi	Jha 
Science

Tanvi	Vipra	 
Commerce
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A lot of students give up their phones or uninstall apps 

during the entire 11th and 12th period. If that works for you, 

then great, but I know that I need social media to relieve 

some stress.

I also wanted to cultivate a habit of self restraint which is a 

useful tool later in life and I like to believe that I have fared 

well in that direction.

But if I’m being completely honest, I did uninstall social 

media apps during the last couple of months for preparation 

and devoted myself entirely to studies.

How	did	you	manage	stress?

Akanksha: I would go for a long walk; it helped me in 

clearing my mind and maintaining my focus.

Ayushi:	 When things really go out of hand, I began 

meditating which was one of the most wonderful and 

calming experiences that I have had. Also, having a strict 

routine made me feel like my life is in order so that also 

helped with stress quite a lot.

Shraddha:	 Meditation helped me stay focussed in more 

than one ways.

Tanvi: We all deal with stress differently and to be honest, 

stress had become a part of my life and I just learned to 

adapt to it and not let it become too powerful. 

I just accepted the fact that it is going to be there no matter 

what and I may as well continue doing my work instead of 

taking stress.  I stressed about the least of things, and more 

often than not, I let it overwhelm me.

Could	you	tell	us	the	role	of	teachers	and	the	school	 in	

your	achievement?

Akanksha	 : I feel indebted to my teachers - they played a 

crucial role in my academics and inspired me to do my 

best. The school library was filled with books related to 

our coursework which was extremely helpful with my 

preparation for the tests.

Ayushi:	 I have been a part of Bal Bharati Public School for 

two years. I feel that the school has provided me with a very 

good platform and environment to improve myself. 

Credits for my success would definitely go to my teachers 

who helped me a lot, cleared all my doubts and provided 

with very good notes.

Shraddha: School is an exciting environment that we often 

take for granted. You must cherish the experience because it 

will be over before you know it! BBPS is full of opportunities 

to learn and I am glad that I chose to grab them whenever  

I had the chance. May it be academic pursuits or co-curricular 

activities, the school is, where you can develop your talents 

and find where you belong. 

Tanvi: As you reach class XII, you will realize that life has 

suddenly become fast paced, both in school and outside. 

That is mainly because teachers are trying to complete 

the portion well in advance to have enough time in hand 

for revision. My teachers have always been the source of  

my strength.

What	do	you	wish	to	tell	your	juniors,	in	general?

Akanksha: Concentrate on academics. Be consistent in your 

preparation, and everything will fall into place.

Ayushi:	I would advice my juniors to follow the guidance of 

teachers and maintain hard work and consistency from day 

one. Regular revision and practicing papers help to maintain 

speed and develop the skills to present an answer. Avoid 

unnecessary tension and focus on doing your best.

Shraddha:	 Be prepared to make big life choices. Thoroughly 

research about the field you want to work in and take the 

plunge if you think you have what it takes.

Tanvi: These two years, 12th more than 11th, are very stressful 

and undeniably important years of your life. You must make 

sure that you do not have any regrets later on. In terms of 

effort, do everything possible within your capacity and you 

will be fine.

There will be many instances where you question your own 

intelligence or worth or you may feel that the struggle is 

really not worth anything, but it is. 

Find what motivates you and use that as a fuel to excel.
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When we were born, came to this big world, our parents gave 

us their first gift to us and that gift is our NAME. So, our name 

is very dear to us.

When we meet someone for the first time, the first piece of 

information that we exchange is our name and this sets the 

stage for future interaction.

The power of the name is, it socially identifies you and your 

name has a strong effect on your psychology. I will give you 

two examples to prove this.

Example	1: Imagine you are in a party. There are hundreds 

of people around but someone mentions your name at 

the other end of the room and you will hear that. Despite 

the fact that it’s very noisy, somehow you will still hear that 

name. And that’s because, this name means so much to you 

and it catches your attention in a way that a lot of other  

stimuli don’t.

Example2: We tend to like the letters in our name, especially 

the first letter, our initials more than we like other letters. So, 

for me, Anjali Kapri, I really like the letter ‘A’ and if you give me 

an array of letters, and ask me to pick any six letters---- of all 

the letters in English alphabet, I would certainly circle ‘A’ first. 

And this is across the world. No matter what the alphabet, 

you will find that 95% are more likely to circle the letters from 

their own name.

You love your name so much, that it is but natural that it 

means the same for others as well.

Now you tell me, how you would feel if someone calls you 

with a different name than your original name. And that 

different name has a negative connotation in our society. Yes, 

I am referring to NAME CALLING.

Name calling is an insulting language directed to a person or 

group. It’s a verbal abuse. It is unpleasant. It causes a strong 

feeling of dislike. It’s an abusive behaviour because it labels 

the victim with negative thought without acknowledging or 

considering their feelings.

Calling someone a ‘retard’, ‘dumb’,  ‘ugly’, ’hopeless’, looser’, 

stupid’, ‘fat’, ‘nerd’ are derogatory remarks. I have caught 

children doing it many a times. When I ask them, why did 

you do it? I get the answer, Ma’am I did not really mean it 

or I just did it in a jest. It’s become an endearing fashion to 

someone a ‘gay’ or a ‘looser’. 

But dear children, you do not realise that the moment you 

start calling someone a name, you start to dehumanize the 

person in your mind. It’s immoral. Please do not do it.

Name calling is one of the most damaging and painful types 

of bullying. It leaves victim with negative emotions. It chips 

away at the victim’s self esteem and sense of worth.

Name calling may cause kids to bend to peer pressure and 

compromise their belief in order to escape bullying. Harmful 

names have lasting impact on one’s life. The victim lose their 

identity. It opens the door to violence. The victim acts on 

their anger and lashes out in a physical way. It encourages 

internal criticism. It affects mental and physical health.

Words do most of the psychological damage. So, the caution 

is “Watch your language at all times”. In adolescence i.e. 

between the age of 9 years to 18 years, social identity is a 

part of the developmental challenge. The name one may 

learn to call oneself  have formative powers. 

If you are being called mean or nasty names by a bully in 

the school or outside the school, you may feel completely 

helpless and confused about how to handle the situation. 

Please do not ignore it. It will have a lasting impact on your 

personality. Therefore, inform it to your Teacher, bring it to 

the attention of the Principal or share it with your Parents. 

We all are there to help you!!

If you want to be a part of civilized society, under no 

circumstances should you use nasty names to describe other 

person /group. Instead use positive words like courageous, 

persistent, creative, hardworking, kind, empathetic, and 

smart. Praiseworthy words tend to be more helpful as these 

words boost person’s image.

Let us treat others as you want yourself to be treated. Let’s 

be human. 

mebleName Calling

Anjali Kapri, Science Department
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The purpose of a film, as ‘popular’ ideas have started 

entertainment. It’s something that people go to watch on 

weekends to unwind. But over time, the definition of this 

‘popular’ medium has transformed. The attention has now 

re-directed towards films which have something to say 

than just be a mode of entertainment. People have started 

watching films to feel something, to experience something 

deeper than what they feel on an everyday basis. And I think 

that’s where the power of any art form, cinema being one 

of them, lies in. The power to create an impact, to move 

someone at his/her core.

If we look at the scenario in India, there are films at different 

levels. There are these big Bollywood films, which have 

whooping budget, then there are medium level films, which 

just sail through the weekend game. And then in between 

these biggies, is a small group of people who are telling 

stories at shoe- string budget but at the same time, trying 

to make the loudest bang. The Independent Cinema is a 

growing community. It’s a community which believes that 

the main motto of film making is to tell stories that are close 

to their hearts, that gives them sleepless nights because it 

demands to be told. The independent film makers have 

their own set of rules, and philosophies. They break all film 

making rules. They walk on the road that nobody dares to 

walk on. They don’t let budgets, production set up, film stars, 

producers affect their goal. They have only one aim in their 

mind: to be honest to the story they want to tell.

When one gets down to make his/her own film, the journey 

is not something one can foresee or even imagine. It’s in 

the due course of making the film that one makes so many 

discoveries and it’s that constant learning which just makes 

us more engrossed in the process. When I was in college,  

I made my degree film in an unspeakable budget. It’s not 

something one can even imagine making even a 5-minute 

short minute in. But we had to make a degree film of half hour 

The Road LessTravelled

Anuradha Pandey, Batch - 2011- 2012 
Mumba Devi Motion Pictures,  

Chief Assistant Director

in that budget. That was the challenge at hand. Not much 

had changed when I worked as a Chief Assistant Director in 

my first feature film in the industry. It wasn’t a college film 

at any level, but the struggle with budgets was real. But 

there are solutions to everything. The moment one stops 

to think about the stars and the luxury that a director or a 

producer should have on the set, we can all start to re-direct 

that money in the right departments. The camera team, the 

production team, the locations. These were the departments 

that used the budget for the right reasons and in the long 

run, it taught us that money is not everything if one wants 

to tell a story. What really matters is using it correctly.  

My second film with the same director was made in one 

third of the budget of the first film and, yet, the movie was a 

success and was appreciated.

Over the course of making films, I’ve realized that film 

making is by and large, a collaborative effort. One of the 

crucial stages in film making is to be able to find the right 

people, who would first, feel the similar passion for a story as 

its writer and then actually trust the captain enough to jump 

into the ship. Interdependency is the core of film making. 

One cannot survive alone. A strong team who believes in 

the script more than anything will fight through anything 

and everything provided they are all honest to the project 

and honest to their commitment because, believe me, there 

are a lot of battles to be fought. It is said that a director is 

as good as his team. Having worked under a director closely,  

I believe that if the director is clear with his vision of the story, 

he can inspire and lead and generate a collective energy 

which would transpire in the film. In the making of Lagaan, 

one of the assistant director states that there is a common 

madness that runs through the team which makes them get 

through such a tough process together. Our entire team felt 

the madness while shooting for 50 days at night throughout 

Mumbai for the first feature, Tikli and Laxmi Bomb (Directed 

by Aditya Kripalani) and I couldn’t agree more.

We didn’t have famous stars in the film. We worked with 

actors who were able to bring to table their skills rather 

than their brand and stardom. Brand and stardom helps in 

popularising the film but being able to mould yourself into 
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the character and do complete justice to it is an actor’s job. 

And again, another crucial stage in film making is choosing 

the right actors because they bring out the characters from 

page to screen. It is through them that the characters would 

be associated. During the shoot of my degree film, I had to 

go through various rounds of auditions to find someone 

who was a good actor and looked right for the part. It was an 

uncommon thing to have auditions for a college degree film 

until few years back. Overtime, I have realized that for a film 

maker, this is of utmost importance, because you discover a 

lot about the person who is being auditioned. They reveal 

many facets and these give you insights in directing them 

during the shoot.

If you have the above things in place, the rest of the film 

making is just fire fighting. Each day, we must get through 

the schedule and try to bring out the best results. If each 

department, gives its best, there is nothing that can stop a 

good day’s shoot. However, it’s always important to be ready 

to solve problems for there are many. Every time, things get 

tough, just pause and remember why do you want to make 

this film? If you have a good enough answer for that, you 

will always find the strength to keep going. While making a 

film I always remember my director and mentor’s words: “Ek 

Aag Ka Dariya hai, Doob Ke Jaana Hai”. It helps me move on,  

my way.

The choices you make are often a culmination of what your 

parents and peers tell you to do. And sometimes, it’s easier to 

accept their expertise, rather than letting your inner calling 

take over. Maybe it’s simply human nature, to follow an 

escapist route and avoid taking blame of the consequences. 

I took up engineering because my dad forced me to or 

because all my friends were doing it. It’s a feeling, embedded 

in our society to follow suite and keep up with the race, often 

letting go of what we innately believe we can excel in.  

meble

Rianne Gomes, Batch - 2011-12
B. A Economics,  
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Choices

Here’s my story... 

Post completing Science in class 12,  I took up Arts and majored 

in Economics and Statistics from St. Xavier’s,Mumbai. I went 

forward and got into the Indian Institute of Management, 

Indore at the age of 21. I joined India’s largest FMCG company 

- Hindustan Unilever, yes - I sell soaps for a living, but I choose 

to believe we propagate self-esteem as the makers of Dove, 

and save lives as the makers of Lifebuoy.  

My story is half conventional and half unconventional, and 

latter played a pivotal role at landing me to where I am. 

Like every 10th grade graduate, I was grappling with doubt, 

Wheater to take up engineering or medicine (unfortunately, 

Indian vision is funnelled into very few career options). So, 

I went for an aptitude test, and the results said I’ll be great 

in computer science and accounting. So I took up Computer 

Science in 11th, it was only after a month, I realised that 

neither CS nor Physics was my calling. I took a leap of faith to 

have that difficult conversation with my dad, to tell him that 

I want to pursue Maths and Economics. It took time for me 

to come to terms with that, in self-belief and then convince 

everyone else. Fortunately, I was allowed to drop CS and take 

Economics and then there was no looking back.  

There were many times when I was asked this question, that 

if you wanted to pursue Economics and Statistics, why did 

you choose science. And 4 years hence, a lot of people ask 

this question to themselves, why did I do Engineering?  

I don’t want to sound preachy or boastful, but many a time 

you got to give your calling a chance to create a world for 

itself, rather than run the race, run it at your pace……..  

Today I’m a proud salesperson, living by the economy and still 

crunching the numbers.So, connecting the dots backward, I 

took the right leap of faith in myself. Take yours. 
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The Classic School Story

A Journey to the Past

Sneha Kavishwar, Batch - 2011- 2012 
B. Tech Pursuing MBA  - IIM Indore 

Mr. Fernandez who lived across the street,

Was rich in the tenure of his industry service,

Rich in the merry of his happy family,

But richer still in that one story he’d tell-

Proudly & always, to whoever he’d meet.

He’d sit you down on the white buttoned sofas

And whilst you evaluated the interiors of his 
house.

He’d describe how the media came swarming 
that day,

To interview his grandson- who had topped 
the state, 

With varying details, however his memory 
now allows.

Mr. Fernandez- a picture of refulgence

Stuck in his glory of that Class 12th result

He could have chosen to talk of love,

Of the charm of erstwhile Bombay, or Rome

Or promotion or strife or of building a home.

But how do I contest his choice,

Let me find words for my own.

School owns the heart’s sweet spot

It creates pictures one cannot take off the 
walls

And cultivates every piece of every thought.

I now turn my head whenever I hear 
‘homework’

Smile at the sight of neatly ironed pleats

Of uniforms, in the different colours I see,

Maybe like Mr. Fernandez I’m old already

Steering ahead, but from the comfort of back 
seats.

Maybe school as an institution or requisite

Was curated by the visionaries eons ago

To bring you and me to appreciate

School as an Emotion, not yet stained by

The intersection of responsibility and fate. 

Amodini Ghalke, VI-Rose

I admire old architecture. I wanted to see the city planning 

of India’s earliest civilisation, the Harappan civilisation on the 

banks of river Indus, dated 4700 years ago. So, I visited the 

Chhatrapati Shivaji museum. There in the prehistoric and 

historic section. I saw the model of city Mohenjo-Daro. It was 

divided into two parts: lower city and higher city. The higher 

part was called citadel. In citadel a great tank called the great 

bath was there. It was a public bathing area for the people. It 

had 6 entrances and many chambers.It was well plastered and 

made with natural tar. The water must have come from the 

well. A granary was also present in the citadel where people 

stored grains. The lower city consisted of the residential area. 

The houses were so perfectly designed and the brick was 

so strong that it survived till today. The houses had a small 

courtyard where there was a well. The houses were generally 

one or two storeyed with stairs leading up. There were also 

many rooms. The city was constructed with proper drainage 

system. The drains were properly covered and maintained. 

Maybe the residence of the people, roads and drains were 

made at the same time during the construction of the city.

The town planning of Indus Valley Civilisation cities, is much 

better thanthe modern planning of cities. In the museumI 

also saw seals, toys, utensils, pottery, ornaments, tools and 

weapons there. There were also remains of old buildings and 

charred grains. The archaeologists have also found many 

paintings, sculptures and inscriptions from there. I wish I 

could solve mysteries with them. It was very interesting to 

study about our pasts and to know how our ancestors lived 

in a city better planned than us.
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Aarushi Rajora, IX-Tulip

My Prodigious Trip to Europe

I never thought of going to three wonderful places – Paris, 

Madrid and Barcelona in just one trip. Honestly, when 

my school organised a trip to Europe, I felt like, I am the 

most excited person on this Earth. With the consent of my 

parents I became a part of this wonderful trip. It was simply 

unbelievable for me and I started counting days for the trip 

to start. The duration of the trip was for 8 days and we were 

supposed to start our journey on 8th May from Mumbai. 

Finally the day arrived. There could not be better starting 

point for the trip than my school. After initial formalities and 

with the blessings of teachers, parents and the Almighty, we 

headed for the Mumbai airport in our school bus. As it was 

my first international trip, I was curious about the process at 

airport. Our first destination was Paris “The City of Lights”.

We reached Paris on 9th May morning. Our first visit in Paris 

was Eiffel Tower.  The view from Eiffel summit is something 

I find rather hard to describe. One can see the whole city 

in all its glory. The view was wonderful. After Eiffel Tower, 

we enjoyed the view from Siene river cruise .The river 

divides Paris into two parts. I could see all the significant 

monuments from the cruise along with the gentle breeze 

and warm sunshine.  On 10th May, we had a city tour and  

visited-Champs-Elysees, Latin Quarter, Notre Dame Cathedral 

and Arc De Triomphe. Champs-Elysees is the most famous 

and well established markets of the city which offers all 

high end restaurants, high street brands. It is located just at 

the corner of Arc de Triomphe. With perfect windy weather 

and latest fashion right across the road, the walk along  

Champd-Elysees was truly amazing.

Arc de Triomphe is a symbol of France’s power and 

patriotism. Originally commissioned by Napoleon Bonaparte 

to commemorate his victories, Arc de Triomphe also pays 

homage to soldiers and generals who fought and died 

for France. Arc de Triomphe is both large and taller than it 

looks from across the street. The walls are engraved with the 

names of war generals and victorious battles. On the front of 

each pillar is a different sculptural relief depicting important 

events in French history. Later we visited Louvre Museum and 

saw Mona so the portrait of Mona Lisa. I walked left to right 

at least two to three times to find out whether the paintings’ 

eyes are watching me and yes wherever I went her eyes were 

on me. It felt amazing! On the third and the final day in Paris, 

we visited Disneyland. We spent 5 to 6 hours in Disneyland 

and to be honest, these 6 hours were the best.

On, 12th May, we were in Madrid and our first destination 

was Royal Palace. The palace was impressive and attractive 

from both inside and out. After visiting the Royal Palace we 

saw some more city attractions like Puerto de sol and Plaza 

Mayor. After this we headed for the place which everyone 

was looking forward to-Santiago Bernabeu Stadium!!!! The 

visit to the stadium was an awesome experience. We saw the 

dressing room of the players, saw the trophies received by 

the team and had a very close look of the stadium. Then we 

had free time at Gran Via. 

On 13th May we left for Madrid and went to Barcelona via 

Zaragoza. The six hour journey was really tiring. We visited 

the Basilica of Our Lady of the Pillar. 

On 14th May we visited some city attractions like Montjuic, 

Parque Guell, Barrio Gotico. After the city tour, we visited La 

Sagrada Familia.  The life of Jesus is beautifully carved on the 

towers. After La Sagrada Familia we saw Flamenco dance.  

The performance was very graceful and had a story hidden 

behind it.

On 15th May we visited the Nova Icaria Beach and left for the 

airport for returning to India. I will definitely like to visit these 

places again. This world is a book and those who do not 

travel will see just a page, I will finish the whole book. 
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Shankhomita Sharma, II-Rose

A Day Spent Well

Today I am sharing my experience of a visit to a water park 

with all of you. During my summer vacation, my grandpa 

visited our place from Kolkata. We decided to visit a water 

park on a Sunday. I remember it was May 6, 2018. On that 

sunny day I woke up quite early in the morning as I was very 

excited to visit Anand Sagar near Ambernath.  So I helped 

my mother to pack some necessary items like swimming 

costumes, water bottle, towel etc. My uncle and aunty also 

joined us. I started my exciting journey to the park along with 

my grand pa, grand ma, my mom, uncle, aunty. During the 

travel, we also experienced lots of scenic beauty. Two hours 

later we reached the dream place.  There were different kinds 

of joy rides in the park. We all enjoyed almost all rides. We also 

played basket ball in the swimming pool. We enjoyed doing 

rain dance on the dancing floor. It was so full of excitement.  

At 1.30 p.m. we had our tasty lunch. After having lunch we 

again enjoyed in the water till 5 p.m. Our tired feet, then asked 

for rest. We took a chance to move around and have a better 

view of the park in Toy Train. While travelling in toy train we 

saw squirrels, rabbits in the park and swans swimming in 

the pond. The pond is adjacent to the park. While returning 

from the park, I saw a white horse. This was really fantastic 

experience for me. We clicked many photographs in the 

park. After having snacks we left for home. It was a great 

experience for me and I always remember this day.

I hope you all also enjoyed along with me through my story.

meble

Urvashi Shandilya, IV-Tulip 

Destination Ladakh

Having learnt the lesson of Northern Mountains in my 

Social Studies, I developed a keen desire to explore the 

natural terrain of The Himalayas. Dad gave a reason to 

smile as he surprised us with the news of Leh trip during  

the summer vacation.

I could only imagine what The Himalayas looked like,until I 

saw some of God’s unique creation during my flight journey 

to Leh. I planned to take a short nap as I had barely slept in my 

connecting flight from Delhi. But as the plane took off, I got 

a glimpse of the white clouds floating outside. This kept me 

mesmerised and I remained glued to the window. My mind 

was confused to figure out if the images were of clouds or 

of mountains. *The mountains were more visible and clearer 

now, their shapes and patterns appeared like a pictured 

canvas, so perfectly snow-capped peaks. With each passing 

moment I found myself more arrested to the Himalayan 

Beauty, I could not contain my glee. White snow mountains 

now gave way to some grey colour and eventually turned 

brown. The pilot circled around to treat us with mesmerising 

lake view,I couldn’t wait to see more.We were at 10,682 feet 

above sea level, world’s 22nd highest commercial airport, 

Kushok Bakula Rimpochee Airport.

After acclimatising for a day, we planned to visit the 

Confluence of Zanskar and Indus. Another breath-taking 

destination which made me believe that nothing in the world 

can be more beautiful than the purest form of water body 

surrounded by milky white mountains, clear blue sky and 

amazingly light thin air. Water was freezing cold at -0 degree, 

but that hardly deterred us from entering the lake to click 

a few selfies. We visited the famous Buddhist monasteries 

Thiksey, Hemis, Diskit, Lamayuru and Shey. Famous Pathar 

Saheb Gurudwara, Hall Of Fame, Magnetic Hill, Shanti Stupa 

were the other attractions of our journey.

Chang-La pass visit was the most exciting part of the entire 

trip. Never having experienced snowfall and not really 

expecting it in the mid May month, we were really exhilarated 

catching the flakes in our hands, on our way to Pangong lake. 

Our vehicle was at the high altitude of 13,000 feet, outside 

temperature being -3 degree and tyres sank in 2mt Snow 

Mountains. The pass being as narrow as 10 feet, vehicles 

were at a crawling pace. Crossing the avalanche zone was 

the toughest part for our driver, who was struggling with 

slippery tyres in the snow. The engine refused to carry us 

further after being stuck at one place for four hours. Our 

elders decided to abort the lake visit and return back. We 

shifted ourselves in an Army Medical truck which safely 

took us at their base and provided us with first aid. Even 

as my body felt like deadweight, I could not stop admiring  

the scenery.

On the way back, we passed by many prayer flags on the 

roadside. With my heart feeling fuller and bigger than any 

disappointment, I offered a silent prayer of thanks.
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Siddhant Waghmode II Aster

Likhita SunkarV Rose Natasha Matthew V Aster Kavya Agrawal IV Lily

Rishit Agarwal III Rose Sahnvi Gaikwad III Aster

Kavya Agrawal IV Lily Leisha Raut V Tulip

Gargee Sutar III Rose

CREATIVE STROKES

Angad Singh III Tuli[p

Aanya Goyal V Tulip Bhakti Agrawal VI Lily
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CREATIVE STROKES

Shrawani Shirole V Tulip Angel Joseph IV Tulip Stuti Athani VIII Rose
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Tanishka Shinde IV Tulip Siddhi Waghmode II Tulip Diti Rajurkar Std VII Rose

Swini Patil IV Lily
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Meyoes b keÀe..efJe®eejesb keÀe
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 Þeerceleer De®e&vee ÞeerJeemleJe, efnboer (DeO³eeefHekeÀe)

He´od³egcve

nwb Deepe efHeÀj efoue ³es Goeme cesje,

³eeo Dee ie³ee Jees efIeveewvee meJesje~

keÌ³eeW efiej ie³ee ceveg<³e Deepe Flevee,

keÌ³eesb oeveJeer MeeqkeÌle ves nw FmekeÀes Iesje~

 HetÀueeW-mee veeæpegkeÀ Jees ceeB keÀe ogueeje,

 Lee pees efHelee keÀer DeeBKeeW keÀe leeje,

 Leer yeeBOeleer  yenve efpemekesÀ neLeeW ceW j#ee,

 yevevee Lee efpemekeÀes yenve keÀe meneje~

jes�e kesÀ pewmes Jees Iej mes efvekeÀuee Lee,

ceeB ves efJeoe oer lees ®esnje efKeuee Lee~

HeeHee Les mebie ceW menejs keÀes GmekesÀ,

yenvee keÀer TBieueer Jees Leeces ®euee Lee~

 kegÀí ner HeueeW ceW Jees HengB®ee JeneB Hej,

 KegefMe³eeW keÀer Leer SkeÀ ogefve³ee peneB Hej~

 nBmelee ®enkeÀlee Jees Deeies yeæ{e Lee~

 Keespee Lee Gmeves nQ meeLeer keÀneB Hej,

efkeÀmekeÀes Helee Lee Deewj efkeÀmekeÀes Keyej Leer~

pees cegæ[ kesÀ vee DeeSieer Ssmeer [iej Leer~

Jees vevne-mee yeeuekeÀ Lee Devepeeve efyeuekegÀue,

JeneR Hej keÀnerb Hej Jees keÀeefleue veæpej Leer~

 KegefMe³eeW keÀer meeræ{er pees nBme keÀj ®eæ{e Lee,

 nes jkeÌlejbefpele æpeceer Hej Heæ[e Lee~

 keÀesF& Yeer vee peeves ngDee keÌ³ee Lee Gme efove,

 keÀneB Hej ígHee SkeÀ oeveJe Keæ[e Lee?

nw efJeod³ee keÀe cebefoj ³es nw SkeÀ Meeuee,

³eneB kewÀmes efkeÀmeves ³es meye nw keÀj [euee?

oerHekeÀ yegPee FkeÀ ngDee Lee DeBOesje,

nesves mes efpemekesÀ Lee Iej ceW Gpeeuee~

 jesleer nbw ceeB Deye lees jesleer nw yenvee,

 mees®ee venerb Lee ³es og:Ke nesiee menvee~

 HeeHee nQ iegcemegce efkeÀmeer mes keÌ³ee keÀnvee~

yesìe nceejs Deye efoue ceW ner jnvee,

yesìe nceejs Deye efoue ceW ner jnvee...

Þeer³ee Mecee&, íþer - jesææpe

cesje meHevee

 ogefve³ee ieesue nw,

 efHeÀj Yeer Deveceesue nw,

 O³eeve mes osKe uees,

 Gme keÀe yeæ[e ceesue nw~

  cesje meHevee nw efJe%eeve,

  pees venerb nw Deemeeve,

  leb$e-ceb$e veneR ®eueWies,

  ueieevee Heæ[siee cegPes O³eeve~

  keÌ³eesbefkeÀ ogefve³ee ieesue nw, yeæ[er Deveceesue nw~
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efpe³ee Jeeefue³ee, íþer - ìd³etefueHe

cesjer ceeB

cesjer ceeB nw meyemes H³eejer,

GvekeÀer nBmeer nw meyemes v³eejer~

cegPes veneR efkeÀmeer mes [j,

keÌ³eeWefkeÀ Jen nw cesjs mebie~

 cesjer ceeB nw meyemes v³eejer,

 Gve Hej ceQves ogefve³ee Jeejer~

 cesjer KegMeer nw GvekeÀer KegMeer,

 cesje ogKe nw GvekeÀe ogKe~

peye ceQ jesleer ntB lees ceeB,

cegPes H³eej mes yenueeleer~

Deewj cegPes peye veeRo ve DeeS,

DeHeveer ieeso ceW ueskeÀj cegPekeÀes, PeHekeÀer os-os oguejeleer~

 cesjer ceeB nw meyemes H³eejer,

 GvekeÀer nBmeer nw meyemes v³eejer~

efHe´³e [e³ejer,

Deepe kesÀ efove ceQ kegÀí HebeqkeÌle³eeB meceepe kesÀ veece keÀjvee ®eenleer ntB~ 
meceepe ceW HewÀueer yegjeF³eesb keÀes osKekeÀj cesje ceve efJe®eefuele nes peelee 
nw~ keÀneR Ye´<ìe®eej Meer<e& Hej nw, lees keÀneR iejeryeer keÀe He´keÀesHe HewÀuee 
nw; keÀneR veslee efJeMJeemeIeeleer, lees keÀneR ueæ[efkeÀ³eeW keÀe DeHeceeve~ ³en 
meceepe FvneR yegjeF³eesb kesÀ ®ebiegue ceW æHeÀBmee nw~ meeOegDeeW ves ueesieeW 
keÀes DeHeves cekeÀæ[peeue ceW æHeBÀmeekeÀj YeieJeeve keÀe oæpee& ues efue³ee nw~  
DeepekeÀue ueesie Oece& kesÀ veece Hej peeve uesves Deewj osves keÀes lew³eej nw~ 
Hewmeesb keÀer YetKe megjmee kesÀ cegBn keÀer lejn yeæ{leer ner pee jner nw~ Deepe 
®eeBo Hej ceeveJe kesÀ keÀoce Heæ[ ®egkesÀ nQ, efHeÀj Yeer nceejs meceepe keÀer 
mees®e veneR yeoue Hee jner~  ueæ[efkeÀ³eeB Deepe Yeer efHelee kesÀ THej yeesPe 
mecePeer peeleer nbw~ ueæ[keÀe-ueæ[keÀer kesÀ yeer®e YesoYeeJe Flevee ienje nw 
efkeÀ ueielee veneR efkeÀ ³es keÀYeer Yej HeeSiee~

efHe´³e [e³ejer! legcnerb keÀnes - keÌ³ee nceW meeLe ceW DeekeÀj Fve yegjeF³eeW 
kesÀ meJe&veeMe kesÀ efueS DeeJeeæpe veneR Gþeveer ®eeefnS? keÌ³ee SkeÀ Henue 
Ssmeer veneR nes mekeÀleer, efpemecesb iejeryeer, Ye´<ìe®eej pewmeer yegjeF³eeW 
keÀes otj keÀjves keÀer MeeqkeÌle nes; efpemeceW m$eer-DeHeceeve ®e®ee& keÀe veneR, 
ef®eblee keÀe efJe<e³e nes~

ceQ ®eenleer nBt nce Deewj nceejer Deeves Jeeueer Heeræ{er megvenjs efoveebss keÀer  
mee#eer yeveW~

SkeÀ He$e meceepe kesÀ veece

megKeceerve keÀewj, omeJeeR - jesæpe 
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Þes³ee yevepeea, DeeþJeeR - ìd³etefueHe

ceesyeeF&ue mes yeenj keÀer SkeÀ 
ogefve³ee

nce meye SkeÀ Ssmes peceeves ceW peer jns nQ efpemeceW ceesyeeF&ue HeÀesve 

nj keÀece keÀj mekeÀlee nw, uesefkeÀve DeepekeÀue ceesyeeF&ue keÀer Jepen 

mes yeenj keÀer SkeÀ megboj meer ogefve³ee keÀes Yetue ieS nQ (DeepekeÀue 

nj keÀe³e& ceesyeeF&ue æHeÀesve kesÀ æpeefj³es nes mekeÀlee nw Hejbleg nce keÀYeer 

³en Yeer mees®eles nQ efkeÀ Fme ceesyeeF&ue æHeÀesve ves efkeÀleveer peeveW ues ueer 

nQ~) Fme ceesyeeF&ue æHeÀesve ves efkeÀleves ner neLe keÀeì [eues nQ~ nce 

ígefÆ³eeW ceW yeenj Ietceves lees peeles nQ Hejbleg DeeOee mece³e ceesyeeF&ue 

æHeÀesve Hej yeyee&o keÀj osles nQ~ nce Mee³eo DeepekeÀue DeHeves  HeefjJeej 

keÀes Yeer Fme ceesyeeF&ue keÀer Jeæpen mes Yeguee ®egkesÀ nbw~ nce ceesyeeF&ue kesÀ 

efyevee oes efove Yeer veneR jn mekeÀles nQ~ YeieJeeve ves He´ke=Àefle kesÀ leewj 

Hej nceW yengle meejer KegefMe³eeB oer nQ~ Hejbleg nce Gve KegefMe³eeW keÀe 

Deevebo uesvee Yetueles pee jns nQ~ kegÀí efoveeW yeeo Mee³eo Ssmee nesiee 

efkeÀ Fbmeeve ®euevee Yeer Yetue peeSiee~ DeYeer kegÀí efoveeW Henues peye ceQ 

kesÀjue Ietceves ieF& Leer lees leye ceQves osKee efkeÀ ueesie mecegê kesÀ megboj 

veæpeejs keÀe Deevebo Gþeves keÀer peien DeHeves æHeÀesve Hej mesuHeÀer uesves ceW 

J³emle Les~ DeepekeÀue lees HeefjJeejJeeueeW keÀe efceuevee Yeer yengle keÀce 

³ee Mee³eo SkeÀoce yebo nes ie³ee nw~ DeepekeÀue efJeef[³ees keÀe@ue keÀe 

He´®eej pees nw~ nceW ncesMee ³en ³eeo jKevee ®eeefnS efkeÀ nj ®eeræpe 

efpemekesÀ ueeYe nQ, GmekeÀer neefve Yeer nesleer nw~

Dee³e&ve ceebojs, íþer - ìd³etefueHe

Yetle venerb nesles

 Yetle nesles nQ ³ee veneR?

 keÀesF& Yeer veneR peevelee~

 Jees Hegjeveer nJesueer ceW jnles nwb,

 ³es Yeer venerb~

 Yetle veneR nesles~

  ³es efmeæHe&À nceejer nw keÀuHevee,

  Yetle keÀe veece megveles ner,

  ye®®eeW keÀes ueielee nw ³en [jeJevee~

  Lej-Lej-Lej-Lej

  keÀeBHeves ueieles nQ ueesie,

 peye keÀesF& DeeJeeæpe megveeF& osleer nw GvnW,

 Yetle-Yetle ef®euueeles nQ ueesie~

 Yetle veneR nesles~

 ³en efmeodOe nes ie³ee nw~

 Jew%eeefvekeÀeW ves ³en Helee ueiee³ee nw~

 Deye veneR.. efkeÀmeer keÀes Yeer veneR ueielee nw [j Yetle mes~

 keÌ³eeWefkeÀ Yetle veneR nesles, meye peeve ieS nQ, meye ceeve ieS nQ~
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ue#³e keÀes®ej, veJeeR - jespe

YeeJe MegodOe jKees

ceveg<³e  kesÀ peerJeve ceW YeeJeveeDeesb keÀe yengle cenllJeHetCe& mLeeve nw~ 

nceejer De®íer YeeJevee nceW Gvveefle keÀer Deesj ues peeleer nw, JeneR otmejer 

Deesj nceejer keÀefuHele YeeJevee Heleve kesÀ iele& keÀer Deesj ues peeleer nw~

YeeJevee keÀe nceejs peerJeve ceW efkeÀlevee cenllJe nw, FmekeÀe pJeueble 

GoenjCe ceQ DeeHekeÀes yeleevee ®eentBiee~ neue ner ceW ceQves SkeÀ mecee®eej 

Heæ{e efkeÀ SkeÀ ceeefuekeÀ DeHeves veewkeÀj keÀes yengle yegje Yeuee keÀnlee 

Lee~ SkeÀ efove Gmeer veewkeÀj ves GmekesÀ Hetjs HeefjJeej keÀes ceewle kesÀ Ieeì 

Gleej efo³ee~ JeneR otmejer Deesj peye 26-11-2008 leeæpe ceW yece 

efJemHeÀesì ngDee leye mesv[^e mecegDeue, pees ceesMees keÀer Dee³ee Leer, Gmeves 

DeHeveer peeve Hej KesuekeÀj GvnW ye®ee³ee~ ceesMees keÀe HeefjJeej GmekesÀ 

He´efle De®íer YeeJevee jKelee Lee~ FmeefueS æpeªjer nw efkeÀ efkeÀmeer Yeer 

J³eefkeÌle kesÀ He´efle nceejer YeeJevee De®íer nesveer ®eeefnS, efkeÀmeer keÀes nerve 

veneR mecePevee ®eeefnS~

Þeer ceodYeieJeled ieerlee ceW keÀne ie³ee -

veeefmle yegefOoj³egkeÌlem³e ve ®ee³egkeÌlem³e YeeJevee~

ve ®eeYeeJe³ele: MeeefvlejMeevlem³e kegÀle: megKeced~~

DeLee&le - efpeme Fvmeeve keÀe GmekeÀer Fefvê³eeW Hej efve³eb$eCe veneR nw, 

Jen Deeoceer De³eesi³e neslee nw~ GmeceW mecelee keÀer yegefOo keÀe meb®eej 

veneR neslee~ ³eeefve GmekeÀer yegefOo meceer®eerve keÀece keÀjves Jeeueer veneR 

nesleer~ efpemeceW De®íer YeeJevee venerb nw, Gmes Meebefle veneR efceueleer Deewj 

pees DeMeeble nw, GmekeÀes megKe keÀneB mes efceuesiee~

 FmeefueS megKeer jnves kesÀ efueS peªjer nw DeHeves YeeJeesb keÀes  

MegOo jKesb~

jesMeveer yeesme, omeJeeR - efueueer

HeÀefjMles...

keÀewve keÀnlee nw efkeÀ HeÀefjMles Deepe-keÀue efoKeles veneR?

efjceefPece keÀer yetBoW meeJeve keÀer nJee,

Mejo keÀer Meerle Deewj yeeefjMe keÀe veMee,

meye HeÀefjMles ner lees nQ~

 ®ekeÀesj keÀe ®eeBo mes efceuevee,

 efkeÀjCeeW keÀe metjpe mes,

 iepe&ve keÀe yeeoue mes efceueve, 

 ³ee mewueeye keÀe DeeBOeer mes,

 meye HeÀefjMles ner lees nQ~

yejmeele ceW ceesj keÀe vee®e

HewjeW kesÀ IegBIe©DeeW keÀer PevekeÀej,

neLe keÀer ®etefæ[³eeW keÀer KevekeÀ

Deewj megueieleer nJee ceW Gæ[les

metKes HelleeW keÀer mejmejenì

meye æHeÀefjMles ner lees nQ~

 HeÀefjMlee lees...

 yesceewmece yeeefjMe keÀe Ssueeve nw,

 jsefiemleeve ceW Gæ[leer Oetue

 pewmee keÀesF& Hewæieece nw,

 HeÀtue keÀer KegMevegcee KegMeyet

 pewmeer keÀesF& ogDee nw,

 THejJeeues keÀer HejíeF& pewmee

 keÀesF& jnvegcee nw~
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 HeeHee keÀnles yesìe! yevees legce veslee

 cecceer keÀnleeR yesìe yevees DeefYeveslee~

  yenve ogueejer mes keÀnles YeeF&

  yevees DeæHeÀmej ve yevees efmeHeener~

 oeoe keÀnles yesìe yeve peeDees legce [e@keÌìj,

 Hej keÀne ve efkeÀmeer ves SkeÀ Yeer yeej-

  yeve peeDees legce yesìe Fvemeeve!

  leYeer efceuesiee legcnW mecceeve!

 Mee³eo Fvemeeve keÀesF& Heo ner veneR neslee,

 leYeer lees Fvemeeve nw Fvemeeefve³ele Keeslee!

cew keÌ³ee yevetB
Depe³e kegÀceej, DeeþJeeR - efueueer meceLe& {eRieje, veJeeRR - Ssmìj

DeefleefLe osJees YeJe:

Yeejle osMe meY³elee Deewj mebmke=Àefle keÀe osMe nw~ nceejs osMe keÀer yengle 

meer Ssmeer HejbHejeSB nQ, pees nce Heeræ{er-oj-Heeræ{er DeHeveeles Dee jns nQ~ 

Ssmeer ner SkeÀ HejbHeje nw, DeefleefLe osJees YeJe:~ DeefleefLe mebmke=Àle keÀe 

cetue Meyo nw~ Fmes Debie´sæpeer ceW iesmì keÀnles nQ Deewj jepemLeeve ceW 

HeeJeCee,  efnvoer ceW DeY³eeiele, DeeieblegkeÀ, Heengve ³ee meceeiele keÀnles 

nQ~ ‘DeefleefLe osJees YeJe:' keÀe DeLe& cesnceeve YeieJeeve neslee nw~ Iej 

mes efkeÀmeer keÀes YetKee ueewìe osvee HeeHe mecePee peelee nw~ FmeerefueS nj 

J³eefkeÌle pees nceejs Iej Deelee nw, Jen nceejs efueS YeieJeeve meceeve 

ner neslee nw~ ncekeÀes DeHeveer meeceL³e& kesÀ Devegmeej GmekeÀes Keevee 

DeJeM³e Hetívee ®eeefnS~

nceejer HegjeCeeW ceW HeeB®e He´keÀej kesÀ ³e%e yeleeS ieS nQ~ GveceW 

mes SkeÀ DeefleefLe ³e%e nw~ DeefleefLe keÀe celeueye keÀesF& J³eeqkeÌle 

³ee HeMeg-He#eer Yeer nes mekeÀlee nw~ Dele: Gef®ele mesJee melkeÀej 

keÀjves mes nceeje DeefleefLe ³e%e Hetje neslee nw Deewj peerJe $eÝCe 

Yeer Glej peelee nw~ efleefLe mes DeLe& cesnceeveeW keÀer mesJee keÀjvee 

GvnW Devve-peue osvee~ DeHebie, ceefnuee, efJeÐeeLeea, mebv³eemeer, 

ef®eefkeÀlmekeÀ Deewj Oece& kesÀ j#ekeÀeW keÀer mesJee mene³elee keÀjvee ner  

DeefleefLe ³e%e nw~

Fmemes mebv³eeme DeeÞece Heg<ì neslee nw~ ³ener HegC³e nw~ ³ener 

meeceeefpekeÀ keÀlle&J³e nw~
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leefve<ee keÀeskeÀjs, omeJeeRR - jesæpe

m$eer MeeqkeÌle

nce 21 JeeR Meleeyoer kesÀ Yeejleer³e nesves Hej ieJe& keÀjles nQ, pees SkeÀ 

yesìe nesves Hej KegMeer keÀe peMve ceveeles nQ~ Deewj ³eefo SkeÀ yesìer keÀe 

pevce ngDee lees Meeble nes peeles nQ~ keÌ³ee ³ener nw nceejer DeeOegefvekeÀlee? 

nceejs meceepe ceW ueæ[keÀeW kesÀ efueS Flevee H³eej nw, efkeÀ SkeÀ Heg$e kesÀ 

pevce keÀer ®een ceW nce He´e®eerve keÀeue mes ner ueæ[efkeÀ³eeW keÀes keÀesKe ceW 

ceej [eueles nQ ³ee keÀYeer pevce nesves Hej ~  ³eefo ³en veneR  efkeÀ³ee 

lees GvekesÀ meeLe YesoYeeJe keÀjves kesÀ lejerkesÀ {tB{les nQ~ nce osJeer keÀer 

Deejleer Gleejles nQ Hejbleg meceepe Fme osJeer keÀes Hetpeves kesÀ yepee³e Gmes 

Hen®eeveves mes FvekeÀej keÀj oslee nw~ Iej ceW oes yesefì³eeB neW lees ueesie 

³en æpe©j keÀnles nQ efkeÀ `SkeÀ yesìe neslee lees De®íe neslee' Hejbleg 

Deiej oes yesìs neW lees ³en keÀnvee Yetue peeles nQ efkeÀ SkeÀ yesìer nesleer 

lees De®íe neslee~ Ssmes keÌ³ee iegveen efkeÀ³ee nw Gme ceemetce ye®®eer ves 

efkeÀ Gmes Jejoeve keÀer peien yeesPe keÀne peelee nw? Ssmee keÌ³ee nw SkeÀ 

m$eer ceW efkeÀ Gmes Deve®eene mecePee peelee nw? GvekeÀer keÀesceuelee 

Deewj mebJesoveMeeruelee ³ee GvekeÀer mecePe, ¢æ{lee Deewj ceele=lJe nce 

keÌ³eeW Yetue peeles nQ? nceejs DeemeHeeme osKeW lees meye peien m$eer nw, 

Oejleer, osJeer, ceeB, yesìer, Helveer Deewj yenve, Hej ³en cele Yetuevee efkeÀ 

meyemes Henues Jen meceepe keÀer SkeÀ Ssmeer meom³e nw efkeÀ Hetjer ogefve³ee 

GmekesÀ ®eejeW Deesj Ietceleer nw, Oegjer nwb Jen mebmeej keÀer~

levJeer pe³ekegÀceej íþer - ìd³etefueHe

SkeÀ veF& mees®e

Deepe megyen keÀer ner yeele nw~ ceeB meJesjs mes ner HejsMeeve ueie 

jneR LeeR~ peye ceQves GvekeÀer HejsMeeveer keÀe keÀejCe Hetíe lees iegmmes 

mes yeesueeR - "otOe uesves peeDees ®eens meyæpeer, ieueleer mes peuoyeeæpeer 

ceW Iej mes Lewueer ues peevee Yetue peeDees lees ogkeÀeveoej meeceeve 

neLe ceW ner Lecee oslee nw~ Deye Deepe ner keÀer yeele ues uees meeje 

meeceeve Kejeroves kesÀ yeeo Lewueer ve nesves kesÀ keÀejCe JeneR íesæ[keÀj 

Deevee Heæ[e"~ megvekeÀj ceQ ceve ner ceve ogkeÀeveoej keÀer oeo osves 

ueieer~ efHeÀj ceeB keÀes He´sce mes mecePee³ee efkeÀ HueeefmìkeÀ keÀer yewve  

(pees keÀer DeefveJee³e& nw) Deiej nce ueesie Heeueve veneR keÀjWies, lees 

DeveHeæ{ Deewj ogkeÀeveoejeW mes kewÀmes Gcceero yeeBOes? megPeeJe kesÀ leewj 

Hej keÀne efkeÀ Jen Kego Ssmeer Lewefue³eeB pees efkeÀ keÀHeæ[s keÀer nesb yeveekeÀj 

yeeBìs DeLeJee yes®eW~ ceeB cesjs megPeeJe mes Deefle He´mevve ngF¥ keÌ³eeWefkeÀ GvnW 

efmeueves leLee keÀæ{eF& - yegveeF& keÀe yengle MeewkeÀ nw~ Deieues ner efove 

ceeB Fme keÀece ceW pegì ieF¥ LeeR Deewj Deye nj efove Jen æHegÀjmele ceW 

Lewefue³eeB yeveeleer nQ Deewj yes®eleer nQ~ Fmemes GvnW megketÀve Deewj nceejs 

osMe keÀes mJe®ílee keÀer Deesj SkeÀ yeæ{lee keÀoce He´eHle nes jne nw~ 

jeMeer yeb[eJeeuee,  veJeeR - jespe

DeeOegefvekeÀ mece³e

DeeOegefvekeÀ mece³e ceW DeO³eeHekeÀ keÀe keÀe³e& Del³eble peefìue nes ie³ee nw~ 

DeeOegefvekeÀ mece³e ceW peneB ye®®eeW kesÀ Heeme %eeve He´eHle keÀjves kesÀ efueS 

DeveskeÀeveskeÀ HegmlekeWÀ pewmes DeeOegefvekeÀ keÀbH³etìj Deeefo nQ ietieue Hej meYeer 

He´MveeW keÀe nue yeìve oyeeles He´eHle nw~ Fmeves %eeve keÀes yengle memlee, mejue 

Deewj nj mece³e GHeueyOe yevee efo³ee nw~ Demeue ceW ³en efmeHe&À efpe%eemeeDeeW 

keÀes Meeble keÀjlee nw~ ³en %eeve He´eHle keÀjves keÀe mener lejerkeÀe efyeuekegÀue Yeer 

veneR nw~ Fmeer keÀejCe mes Deepe kesÀ mece³e ceW DeO³eeHekeÀeW keÀer cenllee keÀce 

mecePeer pee jner nw, pees efyeuekegÀue Gef®ele veneR nw~ DeO³eeHekeÀeW keÀe keÀe³e& 

Fmemes keÀneR DeefOekeÀ nw~

 SkeÀ De®íe DeO³eeHekeÀ ye®®eeW kesÀ mebHetCe& efJekeÀeme ceW mene³ekeÀ 

neslee nw~ SkeÀ He´keÀej mes Jen ye®®eeW kesÀ YeefJe<³e keÀer DeeOeejefMeuee jKelee nw~ 

Jen efmeHe&À efpe%eemeeDeeW keÀes peieeves, ye®®eeW keÀer ªef®e Deewj FvekesÀ ceeveefmekeÀ 

mlej keÀes mecePeles ngS GvekeÀe efvejekeÀjCe keÀjlee nw~ He´l³eskeÀ ye®®es keÀe 

mlej Deueie neslee nw~ FmeefueS me®®ee DeO³eeHekeÀ efmeHe&À DeO³eeHeve 

ner veneR keÀjlee yeefukeÀ ye®®eeW keÀe oesmle yevekeÀj GvnW mecePeelee nw,  

ceelee-efHelee keÀer lejn GvnW mecePeelee nw, YeeF&-yenve keÀer lejn nj 

ieuele keÀece mes Henues Deeieen keÀjlee nw Deewj me®®es efce$e keÀer lejn GvekesÀ 

meeLe nj mece³e Keæ[e jnlee nw~ ³ener veneR keÀYeer-keÀYeer ye®®eeW keÀer, lejn 

GvekeÀer Mejejleesb ceW Meeefceue Yeer nes peelee nw~ 
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Dee³eg<eer Deie´Jeeue, DeeþJeeR - ìd³etefueHe

efæpeboieer keÀer pebie

efæpeboieer keÀer Fme pebie keÀes,

ueæ[les - ueæ[les legce ©keÀ cele peevee~

cegefMkeÀueeW kesÀ Heneæ[ keÀes,

®eæ{les - ®eæ{les legce LekeÀ cele peevee~

 efjMleeW kesÀ Oeeieesb keÀes,

 efmeueeles - efmeueeles GvnW leesæ[ ve osvee~

 HewmeeW kesÀ ueeue®e cesb,

 DeHeveeW keÀes íesæ[ ve osvee~

megKe - ogKe lees efæpeboieer keÀe efnmmee nw,

legce efnccele nej ve peevee~

efæpeboieer keÀer oewæ[ ceW Yeeieles - Yeeieles,

legce peervee Yetue ve peevee~

ceener ef$eHeeþer, íþer, ìdîetefueHe

yesefì³eeB

 veeæpegkeÀ-meer keÀefue³eeB nesleer nQ,

 DeeBKeesb keÀer Heefj³eeB nesleer nQ,

 FvekesÀ efyevee nw peerJeve metvee,

 Ssmeer H³eejer nesleer nQ yesefì³eeB

  cebefojesb ceW osJeer ceeB kesÀ veece Hej

  Hetpeer peeleer nQ ³es yesefì³eeB!

  Deewj meceepe ceW kegÀí Yesefæ[³eeW kesÀ odJeeje

  peueeF¥ Deewj vees®eeR peeleer nQ ³es yesefì³eeB!

 efHeÀj Yeer oes HeefjJeejeW keÀe mecceeve

 DeHeves meeLe efueS Henues [esueer ceW DeeleeR

 Deewj efHeÀj DeLeea Hej peeleer nQ ³es yesefì³eeB!

 keÌ³ee FmeefueS ner nesleer nQ yesefì³eeB?

FvekesÀ efyevee nw peerJeve metvee,

yeæ[er ner v³eejer, yeæ[er ner H³eejer nesleer nwb ³es yesefì³eeB!

keÀefve<keÀe iegHlee, HeeB®eJeeR - efueueer

Hegefueme

yevevee nw cegPes DeefOekeÀejer Hegefueme keÀe ~

keÀece keÀjvee nw cegPes meceepe keÀe~~

meceeHle keÀjvee nw DeHejeOe keÀes~

megOeejvee nw cegPes DeHejeOeer keÀes~~

megj#ee keÀer YeeJevee nesieer~

mel³e keÀe yeesueyeeuee nesiee~~

ueesieebs ceW F&ceeveoejer nesieer~

®eejeW Deesj jece-jepe nesiee~~
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ìerMee ceoeve, omeJeeR - Smìj

DeeDees! nce mees®eW...

nce meye meeceeefpekeÀ He´eCeer nQ~ meceepe DeefOekeÀejesb leLee keÀlle&J³eeW keÀe 

meceg®®e³e nw~ pees Meemeve nceejer megKe-mece=efOo kesÀ efueS efvejvlej 

He´³elveMeerue nw, GmekeÀer j#ee kesÀ efueS nceW meowJe lelHej jnvee 

®eeefnS~ Yeejle kesÀ mebefJeOeeve ves nce veeieefjkeÀeW kesÀ efueS kegÀí Þes<þ 

keÀlle&J³e efveOee&efjle efkeÀ³es nQ pewmes efkeÀ -

(1)  He´l³eskeÀ veeieefjkeÀ keÀes je<ì^OJepe Je je<ì^ieeve keÀe mecceeve 

keÀjvee ®eeefnS~

(2)  He´l³eskeÀ veeieefjkeÀ keÀes osMe kesÀ keÀevetve keÀer j#ee  

keÀjveer ®eeefnS~

(3) meeJe&peefvekeÀ mebHeeflle keÀer j#ee keÀjveer ®eeefnS~

(4) He´eke=ÀeflekeÀ JeeleeJejCe keÀes mJe®í jKevee ®eeefnS~ Hejbleg cesje 

meJeeue DeeHe meye mes ³en nw efkeÀ keÌ³ee nce meye Fve keÀlle&J³eeW keÀe 

Heeueve keÀjles nwb? keÌ³ee nce je<ì^ieeve kesÀ mece³e meerOes Keæ[s jnves 

lekeÀ keÀer íesìer-meer yeele keÀe Yeer Heeueve keÀjles nQ? meeJe&peefvekeÀ 

mebHeeflle keÀes lees íessæ[es, keÌ³ee nce DeHeves efJeÐeeue³e kesÀ meeceeve keÀer 

Yeer j#ee keÀjles nQ? ³ee Gve Hej keÀueeke=Àefle keÀjles jnles nQ? Deewj 

mJe®ílee keÀe Yetle lees nce ceW efmeHe&À peguetme efvekeÀeueles mece³e ner 

Deelee nw~ Jejvee nce lees ketÀæ[soeve meeceves nesles Yeer keÀt[e yeenj 

HeWÀkeÀles nQ~ lees ceQ ®eenleer ntB efkeÀ DeeHe meye ³en mees®ebs efkeÀ pees DeeHe 

keÀj jns nQ keÌ³ee Jen mener nw?

³en meye keÀlle&J³e nceejs mebefJeOeeve ves le³e efkeÀ³es Les, Hejbleg keÌ³ee 

nceejs Deewj keÀesF& keÀlle&J³e venerb  nw? keÌ³ee pees ueesie nceejs Iej keÀece 

keÀjves Deeles nQ, GvekesÀ He´efle nceeje keÀesF& keÀlle&J³e veneR~ cesje lees ³en 

keÀnvee  nw efkeÀ nj Iej ceW ceelee-efHelee keÀes ye®®eeW keÀes íesìer Gce´ mes ner 

næHeÌles ceW keÀce mes keÀce SkeÀ yeej Iej kesÀ kegÀí keÀece keÀjJeeves ®eeefnS, 

efpememes ye®®eebs keÀes ³en meerKe efceues efkeÀ keÀesF& keÀece íesìe-yeæ[e venebr 

neslee Deewj meye kesÀ meeLe meceevelee keÀe J³eJenej keÀjvee ®eeefnS~

 SsMJe³ee& Deesyesje³e, íþer - ìd³etefueHe

iegmmee

meyekeÀes iegmmee Deelee nw- iejceer mes, æp³eeoe mejoer mes-

æp³eeoe yeeefjMe mes, keÀce yeeefjMe mes~

keÀæ[Jeer me®®eeF& mes, Deewj yegjeF& mes-

YetKes jnves mes Deewj Hesì Yej-Yej Keeves mes,

meyekeÀes iegmmee Deelee nw~

keÀeMe! ueesie ceerþs Deece keÀer lejn nesles lees-

³es efove osKeves ve Heæ[les-

KegMe jnles Deewj

H³eej kesÀ jemles ®egveles~

keÀeMe! ueesie iegmmes Jeeues ve nesles~

CompetitionsCompetitions
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Sports 
Achievements 

11th AIUSSM Athletics

11th AIUSSM Volleyball Boys

AIIUSM Team at Ludhania

National Level Skating 
Competition

11th AIUSSM Badminton

11th AIUSSM Volleyball Girls

CBSE Clusters 

NMASA Chess Competition 
(U-16)

11th AIUSSM Chess

11th AIUSSM

Khushi Choudki...Participated In 
Common Wealth Chess Championship

PMC Athletics Competition 
(Girls)
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Sports 
Achievements 

PMC Athletics Competition

PMC Skating Competition

PMC Volleyball Competition 
(Girls) U-19

PMC Volleyball Competition

PMC Badminton Competition

PMC Swimming Competition

PMC Volleyball Competition 
(Girls) U-17

PMC Volleyball Competition

PMC Chess Competition

PMC Volleyball Competition 
(Girls) U-17

PMC Volleyball 
Competition(U-19)

Thane Vaibhav Volleyball Cup 
(Girls)
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Yeejle ceePee, Yeejle ceePee 

Yeejle ceePee osMe

³ee osMeeleerue peveles®ee 

meeOee mebgoj JesMe

ueeue, yeeue Deved Heeue

Deece®es DeeoMee&®es  Jesue

 JesueebJej®eer HegÀues®e Deecner

 Yeejle Yetceer Ie[sue

 ieebOeerpeeR®es efJe®eej DeeHeues

 peerJeve keÀjleer megjsue

mel³eeie´ne®ee ceeie& oeefJeuee

ceer ceesþe nesTve efveJe[sue

vesnª Deece®es ®ee®ee Deensle

veJeYeejle l³eeb®ee yevesue

 Yeejle `Yet' ®eer jlves Deecner

 DeeOegefvekeÀ Yeejle Ie[sue

 MeHeLe Ieslees meJe& efceUtveer

 mJeeleb$³e Deece®es efìkesÀue

Yeejle ceePee 

DeeF&, leeF&, oeoe ³eeb®³ee Heg{sner SkeÀ Deletì veeleb Demeleb

nelee®es yeesì Oeªve ®eeuee³euee efMekeÀJeCeejs

keÀeceeJe©ve ³esleevee ojjespe KeeT IesTve ³esCeejs

Heeþ ogKele Demeueer lejer DeeHeu³ee cegueebmeeþer Iees[e yeveCeejs

 Deepeejer He[u³eeJej keÀeUpeerHeesìer GMeeMeer yemeCeejs 

 DeeHeu³eeuee nmeJeCeejs DeeefCe KesUJeCeejs

 DeeF&ves keÀOeer ceejues lej efle®³eeJej®e jeieeJeCeejs

 DeeHeueer cegues KetHe KetHe ceesþer JneJeer cnCetve PeìCeejs

DeeHeu³ee ueskeÀjebmeeþer Gb®e Gb®e DeHes#ee yeeUieCeejs

JeeF&ì Jeeieu³eeJej KetHe KetHe Deesj[Ceejs

íesìerMeer ®etkeÀ Peeu³eeme leer Heesìele Ieeuetve He´eslmeenve osCeejs...

®eebieues keÀece kesÀu³eeme leeW[ Ye©ve keÀewlegkeÀ keÀjCeejs...

 Hejer#esle keÀceer iegCe efceUeu³eeJej lesJe{s®e jeieeJeCeejs

 meJee¥Jej He´sce keÀjCeejs Je meJee¥vee mecepetve IesCeejs

 JesU Deeueer®e lej HeeþerMeer KebyeerjHeCes GYes jenCeejs

 les®e Demeleele yeeyee...

yeeyee...

mee#eer Hebef[le osMecegKe, veJeJeer - efueueer

 mJeeleb$³e Deece®es efìkesÀue

Yeejle ceePee

Yeejle ceePee

Yeejle ceePee osMe

³ee osMeeleerue peveles®ee

meeOee megboj JesMe

cebLeve Je©CekeÀj veJeJeer -  De@mìj
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yeeyeeb®eer uee[keÀer

HeCe&ue ceveespe Heeìerue, oneJeer - jespe

De - Dee DeeF& ye - yee yeeyee

DeeF&®ee OeccekeÀuee[t yeeyeeb®ee ieeueieg®®ee

 SkegÀueleer SkeÀ ueskeÀ uee[keÀer ceer yeeyeeb®eer

 DeeCeleele yeeyee KesU KesUCeer ceeP³ee DeeJe[er®eer

Deepeejer He[lee efceþ-HeeC³ee®eer Heìdìer DeeF&®eer 

Deew<eOeemeeþer OeeJeHeU nesles yeeyeeb®eer

j[leevee yeeyeebvee keÀOeer Heeefnues veener

Ëo³eeble meeþJeleele DeÞet keÀOeer yeensj ³esle veener

 DeeF&®³ee He´scee®ee [bkeÀe meejs peie JeepeJeer

 kegÀìgbyee®ee Yeej cegkeÀeìHeCeeves yeeyee JeeieJeer

DeeOeej, ceeIeej, #ecee ³ee®evee meJe& peceles yeeyeebvee

osJeHeCe ³eentve JesieUs keÀe³e Demeles, meebiee vee?

keÀeyee[keÀ<ì keÀªve kegÀìgbyeemeeþer efPepeefJeueer keÀe³ee

jespe mekeÀeUer osJee®³ee DeeOeer yeeyeeb®³ee He[les Hee³ee

cevegÞeer jemkeÀj, meneJeer - De@mìj

osJee ceePes SskeÀ...

ceesþsHeCe vekeÀes js osJee

vekeÀes keÀeceeb®³ee peyeeyeoeN³ee 

 ueneveHeCe®e cepes®es ceePes

 mJeHves yeIee³euee, cemle KesUe³euee

DeeF& yeeyee Iesleele keÀeUpeer

keÀMee®eer®e ceie vemeles Yeerleer

 Kee³e®es, KesUe³e®es, efHeÀje³e®es vegmeles

 DeY³eeme HeCe keÀje³e®ee jespe Lees[e

ceesþs Peeu³eeJej keÀenerlejer keÀjCeej®e

efJe®eej Deens ceePee HekeÌkeÀe

 HeCe Deelee®e vekeÀes ceuee

 ceesþsHeCee®ee ceesþe efMekeÌkeÀe

osJee let ceePes SskeÀ SJe{s®e Deelee

KesUe³e®eer, yeeie[e³e®eer keÀª os ceuee cepee.

DeeF&
Mewveeæpe ceguuee,  

mebkeÀueve - Deeefue³ee ceguuee, meeleJeer - De@mìj

DeeF& cnCepes ogOeeJej®eer mee³e, ueeKeele SkeÀ cee³e

DeeF& cnCepes meeQo³ee&®eer KeeCe, ef®ecegkeÀu³eeb®eer Meeve 

DeeF& cnCepes keÀ[e[l³ee Gvnele, 

efjceefPeceleer yejmeele

DeeF& cnCepes Demees keÀesCeleerner HeefjefmLeleer  

Kebyeerj HeCes DeeHeu³ee yejesyej GYeer jenleevee yeveles meKeer

DeeF& cnCepes Dee³eg<³ee®³ee Ke[lej He´Jeemeele  

³eesi³e ceeie& oeKeefJeCeeN³ee efMeef#ekesÀ®ee nele

DeeF& cnCepes SkeÀebleele HeCe megKee®ee DevegYeJe osCeejer DeefYeJ³ekeÌleer

DeeF& cnCepes SkeÀe vepejsle DeeHeu³eeuee keÀe³e nJeb vekeÀes Deens mecepeCeejer J³ekeÌleer

DeeF& cnCepes megKee®ee Peje p³ee®eb HeeCeer keÀOeer®e Deeìle veener

DeeF& cnCepes DeKeb[  mecegê p³eele Heesnleevee Yeerleer Jeeìle veener

DeeF& cnCepes DeeHeu³ee megKe og:Keele meowJe HeeþerMeer GYeer jenCeejer cee³e,

DeeF& cnCepes DeeF& Demeles efpe®eer pees[ kegÀþs®e vee³e

oener efoMee megv³ee, DeeF& efJevee DeMee
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He´og<eCee®ee SkeÀ®e vesce

Dee³e&ve GCeJeCes, veJeJeer - ìd³egueerHe

He´og<eCee®ee SkeÀ®e vesce

IesT DeepeejebkeÀ[s PesHe~~

 keÀejKeeves Deensle He´og<eCee®es efce$e

 ogef<ele keÀjleele peerJevee®es ef®e$e~~

kesÀefcekeÀue keÀjleele peue He´ot<eCe

cnCetve®e ceemes HeeJeleele cejCe~~

 Pee[ebvee keÀeHetve ceeveJe keÀjlees l³eeb®eer nl³ee

 nJes efJevee ceeCemeeuee®e keÀjeJeer ueeiesue Deelcenl³ee~~

He´og<eCeeuee vekeÀe yeveJet DeeHeues efce$e

veenerlej yeouetve peeF&ue DeeHeues peerJeve ef®e$e

 cnCetve®e efce$eebvees,

 Pee[s ueeJet meieUerkeÀ[s

 DeeCet³ee megbojlee ®eesefnkeÀ[s

He´og<eCee®ee DeeHeCe keÀª vee³eveeì

Deepeejebvee keÀª peerJeveeletve meHeeì

Deepe De®eevekeÀ jml³eeves peeleevee  

ceeP³ee MeeUsleerue efMeef#ekeÀe efomeu³ee

Je³eeHes#ee Lees[³ee peemle LekeÀuesu³ee Yeemeu³ee...

ceer OeeJele peeTve l³eebvee lesLes®e LeebyeJeues

l³eeb®³ee GHekeÀejeves ceuee Heeþerle JeekeÀJeues

 vecemkeÀejemeeþer®es nele l³eebveer ceO³es®e LeebyeJeues

 ceuee GYes keÀªve DeeHeu³ee ieÈ³eeMeer ueeJeues

efkeÀleer ceesþer Peeueerme let? l³eeb®es [esUs HeeCeeJeues

lees He´sceU mJej SsketÀve ceePes ner yeebOe meejs HegÀìues

keÀe³e keÀjlesme Deelee l³eebveer ceuee efJe®eejues?

ceePeer He´ieleer SsketÀve les KegHe®e megKeeJeues

Deelee HeCe Yesìleele keÀe ieb legPes efce$e-cew$eerCeer?

ìeÈ³ee oslee oslee keÀjleele keÀe Depegvener ceveceeskeÀÈ³ee iees<ìer,

[yee jespe Keelee keÀe SkeÀceskeÀeb®ee ®eesªve,

efvemej[îee Jeeìe ®eeuelee keÀe neleer nele Oeªve?

 ì®ekeÀve [esÈ³eele HeeCeer Deeues, kebÀþ Deeuee Ye©ve,  

 efce$e-cewef$eCeer megìues, Yesìer meju³ee, meesyele iesueer meªve

OeeJelee OeeJelee megKee ceeies JeUtve pesJne Heeefnues

SkeÀìer®e Heg{s Deeues ceer DeeefCe Dee³eg<³e ceeies®e jeefnues

vekeÀes ieb megKeemeeþer efHeÀ© JeCeJeCe

keÀOeer lejer Leebyetve yeIe DeeefCe efHeÀjJe ceeies ceve.

 ®euee Iejer! ceer l³eebvee efJe®eejues

 [eskeÌ³eeJej nele þsJetve, Hegvne ³esF&ve cnCeeues

Deepe De®eevekeÀ...

K³eeleer Yeesmeuess, yeejeJeer - efueueer

Dee³eg<³eeleerue l³eeb®es mLeeve vesnceer meJee&le DeeOeer®e jeefnues,

l³eeb®es $eÝCe vesnceer jenleerue p³eebveer ceuee Ie[efJeues.
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 HeeTme Deeu³eeJej meJee¥vee®e Deevebo neslees. HeMeg, He#eer Je ceeCemeebvee 

Devve, HeeCeer efceUles. Pee[s, Jesueer ìJeìJeerle nesTve Deeveboeves [esueleele. 

peefceveerletve efnjJesieej ieJele Jej ³esles. efJeefnjer, Dees{s - veeues, veoer ³eebvee 

HeeCeer efceUles.

 DeeHeu³ee MeslekeÀN³eeb®es peerJeve lej HetCe&HeCes HeeJemeeJej DeJeuebyetve 

Demeles. HeeTme Deeu³eeJej HesjCeer Je Mesleer®³ee keÀeceeuee Jesie ³eslees. 

megleej, ueesnej Je yeueglesoejeb®eer keÀeces ®eeuet nesleele. HeeTme pej He[uee 

veener lej og<keÀeU He[lees. HeeCeer Je Devveemeeþer peveeJejs Je ceeCemeeb®es neue  

megª nesleele.

 Pee[eb®eer He´®eb[ lees[ Peeu³eeves efvemeie& Je nJeeceevee®ee meceleesue 

efyeIe[uee Deens. He´l³eskeÀ ceeveJeeves Je MeslekeÀN³eeves Pee[s ueeJetve pebieues 

Jee{efJeueer lej®e YejHetj HeeTme He[sue. HeeTme He[Ces DeeHeu³ee®e neleer Deens. 

HeeTme

JesoÞeer jeceoeme Yeebefoiejs, veJeJeer - ìd³egefueHe

 meble cnìues keÀer, DeeHeu³eeuee meble legkeÀejece, meble %eevesMJej, 

meble peveeyeeF& DeeþJeleele. HeCe DeeHeu³eeuee `meble' ³ee Meyoe®ee cegU DeLe& 

keÌJeef®ele®e ceeefnleer Demelees.

 me=<ìer®eer  efveefce&leer ner osJeeves kesÀueer Deens Demee ne efvecee&lee 

meieUerkeÀ[s Heesn®et MekeÀle veener cnCetve l³eeves DeeF& yeveefJeueer. meble ceb[Uer 

DeeF&uee `osJee’ meceeve Je osJeeuee ‘DeeF&’ meceeve ceeveleele cnCetve osJeeuee 

`ceeTueer’ cnCeleele.

 osJee®es oMe&ve keÀjC³eemeeþer Hetpee, ³e%e keÀjCeejer ueeskebÀ KetHe 

Demeleele, HeCe osJe l³eeuee®e Yesìlees pees mebHetCe& YekeÌleer YeeJeeves osJee®es mcejCe 

keÀjlees ³ee efJe®eeje®³ee ceeCemeeuee `meble' cnCeleele. mebleebveer mJele:®ee 

GuuesKe vesnceer ‘oeme’ Demee®e kesÀuee Deens.

 les keÀOeer ner keÀesCeeuee og:Ke osle veenerle Je meowJe ogmeN³eeb®ee 

efJe®eej keÀjleele. les cnCeleele keÀer, ceer lej ³ee peieele keÀener #eCeeb®ee HeengCee 

Deens. lej ceie ceer keÀMeeuee keÀesCee®es JeeF&ì keÀª, melkeÀe³e& keÀªve meceepe 

mesJes®es Je´le l³eebveer Dee®ejuesues Demeles. 

 DeepekeÀeue lej keÀce&-keÀeb[ keÀjCeejs {eWieer yeeyee efkeÀleer menpe 

mJele:uee meble cnCeleele Je ueeskeÀebkeÀ[tve Hewmes GkeÀUleele. les keÀe³e peeCeleele 

keÀer meble keÀesCe Demelees?

meble

$eÝ<eYe oesjies veJeJeer - ìd³egefueHe 

meble
 pees mJele:®³ee YekeÌleer Je ÞeOos®³ee MekeÌleerves mJele:  

HejcesMJejeueener oMe&ve osC³eeme Yeeie Hee[lees lees `meble' Demelees. DeMee 

ceneve meJe& mebleebvee ceePes veceve.

~~ Hegb[ueerkeÀeJej os, njer efJeþdþue, Þeer %eeveosJe legkeÀejece Heb{jerveeLe 

cenejepe keÀer pe³e ~~
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 efn vees veslee, lJeb efn vees oelee,

 ³e$e lJeb ve³eefme, le$e ie®íece:~~

  keÌJeeefHe vees ef®eblee, keÀesçefHe vees Ye³e:,

  ³eoeÞe³es leJe, Jelee&cens meoe~~

 j#ekeÀmlJeb efn, mebkeÀìs keÌJeeefHe,

 efMe#ekeÀmlJeb efn, MeesYeves HeefLe~~

  osefn ve: MeeÅkeÌle, yegefOob leLee YeeÅkeÌle

  oefMe&les ceeiex, ®euevee³e efvel³eb efn~~

 ³eefoefJemcejecemlJeeb lJeb ve efJemcejved,

 yeeuekeÀemleJe ns, keÀ©Cee keÀj He´Yees~~

  ns He´Yees! ns efJeYees! ns iegjes!

lJeced efn vees veslee

Sme Meevlee, oMeced - Smìj

cece YeejleosMe:

JesoÞeer jeceoeme Yeebefoiejs, veJeced - ìdîetefueHe

efkeÀced Deefmle leled Heoced

ef#eleerpe: yeeskeÀejs, meHleced - Smìj

efkeÀced Deefmle leled Heoced
S<e: ueceles Fn mecceeveced
efkeÀced Deefmle leled Heoced
³e: keÀjesefle osMeeveeced efvecee&Ceced
 efkeÀced Deefmle leled Heoced
 ³eced kegÀJe&efvle meJex He´Ceececed
 efkeÀced Deefmle leled Heoced
 ³em³e íe³ee³eeced He´eHleced %eeveced
efkeÀced Deefmle leled Heoced
³e: j®e³eefle ®eefj$e peveeveeced
‘iegª’ Deefmle Dem³e Heom³e veece
meJex<eeced iegªCeeced cece MeleMele He´Ceece:

cece YeejleosMe: meJex<eg osMes<eg Dev³elece:~ De$e cenevle: 

Heg©<ee: Depee³evle~ cegefveefYe: keÀeJ³eeefve jef®eleeefve~ 

efMeuHekeÀejw: efMeueemeg, cetle&³e: osJeeue³ee: ®e GlkeÀerCee&:~ 

Jeerjw: Dejerved DeHemeeefjlee:~ Oeveced, efJeÐee, ueuevee: ®e 

He´eCeJ³e³esveeefHe mebjef#elee:~ Dem³e He´eke=ÀeflekeÀ meewvo³e&ced 

DeefHe jceCeer³eced Deefmle~ peendveJeer, vece&oe, ®evêYeeiee 

Fl³eeo³e: HegC³ee: veÐe: Jenefvle~ efJevOe³eme¿eeefo´veerueeefê 

Fl³eeoîe: efiefjefYe: MeesYevles~ Meerleue: HeJeve: Jenefle~ 

efJeHegueeefve mem³eeefve jesnefvle~ leªMeeKee: HeÀueYeejsCe 

vece´e: YeJeefvle~ uelee: yengJeCew&: kegÀmegcew: efJeuemeefvle~ Yeejles 

kegÀ$e DeefHe ie®íece:, He´ke=Àles: vetleveªHeced SJe ¢M³eles~  

leefn& leg keÀL³eles- 

‘He´efle#eCeb veJeleecegHewefle He´ke=Àefle:’

ve kesÀJeueb YeewieesefuekeÀ ªHesCe DeefHeleg meebmke=ÀeflekeÀ ªHesCe 

cece Yeejleb Delegueveer³eced Deefmle~ De³eced JesMeYet<eeMevees 

HeemeveeHeOoeflemebmkeÀejeefo<eg efYevveb meoH³eml³eefYevveced~ 

HeeJeveb efJeMJe yevOeglJeced GodIees<e³eefle~

kesÀveeefHe keÀefJevee GkeÌleced

 Meesef<elees vee$e keÀefM®eod YeJesled kesÀveef®eled

 J³eeefOevee Heeref[lees vees YeJeslkeÀM®eve

 vee$e keÀesçefHe Je´pesod oerveleeb nerveleeb

 ceesoleeb jepeleeb HeeJeveb Yeejleced~~
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JewefokeÀ Jee*dce³eced

jepeve efmebn, mebmke=Àle efJeYeeie

JewefokeÀ Jee*dce³eb SJeb He´keÀejsCe yeesOeJ³eced~

1.  Jesoe: efJeÐevles, %ee³evles, ueY³evles ³esefYe: Oecee&efo 
Heg©<eeLee&: Fefle Jeso:~

* Jesoe: ®elJeej: meefvle - *

[I] $eÝiJeso: - Deefive $eÝef<e: %eeve - 10552 cev$eeefCe

[II] ³epegJexo: - Jee³eg $eÝef<e: keÀce& - 1975
[III]  meeceJeso: - Deeefol³e $eÝef<e: GHeemevee - 1875 

cev$eeefCe

[IV]  DeLeJe&Jeso: - Debefieje $eÝef<e - efJe%eeve - 5977 
cev$eeefCe

2.  Jesoe²eefve Jesom³e iet{eLe¥ mHe<ìerkeÀleg¥ mene³ekeÀeefve 
YeJeefvle~

*  Jesoe²eefve <eìd meefvle~ *

[I]  efMe#ee [II] J³eekeÀjCe [III] efve©keÌle

[IV] ívo [V] p³eesefle<e [IV] keÀuHe

3.  GHeJesoe: Jesom³e efJe<e³eeCeeb efJemlejsCe J³eeK³eeveb 
kegÀJe&efvle~

* GHeJesoe: ®elJeej:meefvle~*

[I]  DeLe&Jes&o: - efMeuHeMeem$eced

[II] OevegJexo: - Mem$eem$e efJeÐee jepeOece& efJeÐee

[III] iebOeJe&Jeso: - iee³eve Meem$eced

[IV] Dee³egJexo: - JewefokeÀ Meem$eced

4.  ye´eïeCeie´vLee: Jesom³e He´Lece J³eeK³eeve Yetlee: meefvle~ 
Fces ie´vLee: Jesocev$eeCeeb efJeefve³eesieb yeesOe³eefvle~

*  ye´eïeCeie´vLee: ®elJeej: meefvle~*

[I] Sslejs³e - $eÝiJesom³e

[II] MeleHeLe - ³epegJexom³e

[III] meece [ceneleeb[d³e] - meeceJesom³e

[IV] ieesHeLe - DeLe&JeJesom³e

5. GefHeve<eo: ye´ïeefJeÐee meeOeve ©HesCe Jele&vles~

 *GefHeve<eo: SkeÀeoMe: meefvle~*

[keÀ] $eÝiJesosve - [I] Slejs³e

[Ke] ³epegJexosve [II] F&Me 

[III] ye=noejC³ekeÀ [IV] lewefllejer³e

[ie] meeceJesosve [v] íevoesi³e

[Ie] DeLeJe&Jesosve [VI] kesÀve [VII] keÀþ [VIII] He´Mve

  [IX] cegC[keÀ [X] ceeb[tkeÌ³e 

  [XI] MJesleeMJeslej 

6.  oMe&veMeem$es ceeveJepeerJevem³e mecem³eeveeb efJe®eej: 
ke=Àlees Jele&les

*oMe&veMeem$eeefCe <eìd meefvle~*

[I] v³ee³eoMe&ve - cenef<e& ieewlece - v³ee³e efJeÐee

[II] JewMesef<ekeÀ oMe&ve - cenef<e& keÀCeeo - HejceeCeg efJeÐee

[III] meebK³e oMe&ve - cenef<e& keÀefHeue - me=ef<ì efJeÐee

[IV] ³eesie oMe&ve - cenef<e& Helebpeefue - ³eesie efJeÐee

[V] Jesoevle oMe&ve - cenef<e& yeeoje³eCe - ye´ïeefJeÐee

[VI] HetJe& ceerceebmee - cenef<e& pewefceefve - keÀce&keÀeC[ efJeÐee

7. ie=¿e meg$es<eg ie=nmLeOecee&: GefuueefKelee: meefvle~

[I] HeejmkeÀj [II] ieesefYeue [III] DeeHemlecYe

[IV] DeMJeuee³eve [V] yeewwOee³eve [VI] keÀel³ee³eve

8.  mce=efleie´vLes JeCee&Þece Oecee&Ceeb, meeceeefpekeÀ Oecee&Ceeb, 
jep³eJ³eJemLee: Fl³eeoerveeced JeCe&veb ke=Àleb Deefmle~

 [I] cevegmce=efle: [II] ³ee%eJeuekeÌ³emce=efle:  
[III]  nefjlemce=efle: Fl³eeoîe: Fob meJe¥ mec³ekedÀ DeOeerl³e 

ceeveJe peerJevem³e meeHeÀu³eb keÀle&J³eced~~
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HeeM®eel³e - mebmke=Àle HeefC[lee:

DeLe&Je: mebpe³e keÀje[, oMeced - ìdîetefueHe

mebmke=Àleb He´e®eervelecee Yee<ee Deefmle~ De$e mebmke=Àlem³e 

meeefnl³e ceneve Je=#e: FJe Deefmle~ De$e Meem$eeefCe MeeKee: 

ie´vLee: Heg<HeeefCe HeÀueeefve FJe meefvle~ keÀJe³e: keÀesefkeÀuee: 

YeJeefvle~ Dele: Keiee: FJe HeeM®eel³e [efJeosMeer³e] HeefC[lee: 

HeÀueeefve Heg<HeeefCe ®e DeemJeeoef³elegced mebmke=Àleb DeOeerleJevle:~ 

Foeveerced mebieCekeÀ peeue ¢M³es<eg mebmke=Àleb DeefOeke=Àl³e yentefve 

peeueeefve meefvle~ les<eg yentefve peeueeefve HeeM®eel³e osMes<eg 

ke=Àleeefve meefvle~~

He´Lece He_®ece-Meleeyos He_®elev$eced ®eerveYee<ee³eeced 

DevegJeeefoleced~ p³eesefle<e ie´vLee: Hesef<e&³eved Yee<ee³eeb 

DevegJeeefolee:~ ’efJeMeeKeeolleced“ Fefle veeìkebÀ [®eYee<ee³eeb 

DevegJeeefoleced~  ceekeÌme cetuej Fefle pece&ve osMeer³e: DeefHe 

He´cegKe: HeeM®eel³e mebmke=Àle HeefC[le: Deemeerled~ S.efye.keÀerLed, 

ceekeÌ[esveeu[, pewkeÀesyeer, ceesefve³ej, efJeefuue³ece Fl³eeo³e: 

HeeM®eel³e HeefC[lee: Deemeved~~

Foeveebr mebmke=Àleb He´e³e: meJex<eg F&jesefHe³e osMes<eg, DecesefjkeÀe, 

pece&veer, Dee@mì^sefue³ee osMes<eg efJeMJeefJeÐeeue³es<eg Heeþd³eles~ 

FbiuewC[ osMes, DecesefjkeÀe osMes®e efJeÐeeue³es<eg mebmke=Àleb Heeþd³eles

me=ef<ì HeePeejs veJeced - efueueer

 He´ke=Àefle: ceelee meJes&<eeced

 yentveeb DeefHe HeÀueeveeced

 yentveeb Deefmle Je=#eeCeeced

 Heg<HeeCeeb ®eeefHe ceeles³eced~

  Ye´cejeCeeb HeMetveeced

  Heef#eCeeb ®e ceeleeefmle

  pevesY³e: peerJeve meoe

  ooeefle He´ke=Àefle: ceelee~

 Deefmle mee leg ceveesnjer

 ceele=Ceeb DeefHe ceeleeefmle

 He´ke=Àefle:ceelee meJex<eeced

 veceesçmleg les cee$es He´ke=Àl³ew~~

He´ke=Àefle:
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‘³egpemeceeOeew’ DeelcevesHeoer efoJeeefoieCeer³e Oeelees: ‘Ieb’ He´l³e³e 
keÀjCesve ‘³eesie’ Meyo: efmeO³eefle Dele: ³eesie Fefle Meyom³e DeLe¥ 
Deefmle- ³eesieefM®eled Je=eflleefvejesOe:

ceb$eesue³eesnþesjepe³eesieevleYe&tefcekeÀe ¬eÀceeled~ 

SkeÀ SJe ®elegOee&ç³eb cene³eesieesefYe³eles~~ 

cev$e:. ³eesie:, ue³e:, nþ:, jepe³eesie: ®e ³eesiem³e 
Yesoe: meefvle~

³eesieemevesve Deejesi³eoe³ekeÀ: Gllece: J³ee³eece: YeJeefle~ 
³eesieemevew: Mejerjm³e J³eeOe³e: veM³eefvle~ Mejerjb meceLe¥, 
me¢æb{, ®eHeueced, DeekeÀ<e&keÀced ®e YeJeefle~ ceve: GlmeenHetCe¥ 
pee³eles~

Dele: GkeÌleb ®e-

MejerjesHe®e³e: keÀeefvleiee&$eeCeeb megefJeYekeÌleene~

oerHleeefivelJecebveeuem³eb efmLejlJe ueeIeJeb ce=pee~~

³eesieemeveeLe& keÀm³eeefHe meeOevem³e DeeJeM³ekeÀlee veeefmle~ 
³eesieemeveeefve Mejerjm³e ke=Àles Heeræ[ekeÀjCeced DeefHe ve YeJeefle~ 
SleosJe les<eeced JewefMe<þ³eced~

les<eeb keÀefleHe³eeefve veeceeefve ³eLee Heodceemeveced, 
Yegpe*dieemeveced, MeJeemeveced Fl³eeefoveer~ íe$eeCeeced 
peerJeves He´eCee³eecem³e Deefle cenllJeb Deefmle~ Devesvemegceefle: 
YeJeefle, Mejerjb meg¢æ{b YeJeefle~ íe$ee: HeþveeLe¥ leHleje: 
YeJeefvle ~ met³e&vecemkeÀejesçefHe DeleerJe ueeYekeÀj: 
J³ee³eeceHe´keÀej: YeJeefle~ Dele: meJe&w: Deejesi³em³e ke=Àles 
He´efleefoveb ³eesieemeveeefve keÀjCeer³e:~

³eesieemeveeefve

mece=efOo peieoeues veJeced - efueueer

otjoMe&veced

JesoebMe: Deie´Jeeue, meHleced - efueueer

DeÐe efJe%eevem³e ³egieced Deefmle~ efJe%eeveb ceeveJee³e 
megKemeeOeveeefve He´³e®íefle~ efJe%eevem³e DeeefJe<keÀejs<eg 
otjoMe&veced meJeexllece DeefJe<keÀej: efJeÐeles~ Foced  
ceveesj_pevem³e mejueb meeOeveceefmle~ DeeOegefvekeÀ keÀeues 
meJex<eg ie=ns<eg ³eLee Devveb peerJeves DeefveJee³e¥ IeìkeÀb Deefmle 
leLewJe otjoMe&veb~ Sleo jsef[³ees - efmevescee - otjYee<esefle 
$e³eeCeeb mecevJe³eesçefmle~ mebmeejm³e keÀefmcebefM®eoefHe #es$es 
³eled efkebÀef®eled Je=lleb Ieìles, leod otjoMe&veb leefmceved SJe #eCes 
mee#eeod oMe&³eefle~ Dev³e®®e %eeve-efJe%eeve He´ewÐeesefiekeÀer, 
ke=Àef<e, ef®eefkeÀlmee, mJeemL³eb, j#ee, ie=nkeÀe³ee&efo-efJe<e³es<eg 
mec³ekedÀ %eeveb  Sleled He´³e®íefle~ efJeefJeOemecem³eeveeb 
efvejekeÀjCeb ®e He´mleewefle~ otjoMe&veb DeÐe vejm³e megÛo: 
Deefmle~ otjoMe&vesve ieerleeefve Þeeslegced MekeÌ³eles~ ®eueef®e$eb 
¢<ìgced MekeÌ³eles~ cenelceeveeb peerJeve ®eefj$eb ¢<ìgced MekeÌ³eles~ 
yeeuekeÀe:, ³egJeeve:, Je=Ooe: ®e efvepeefvepe ©ef®ekeÀjb keÀe³e&¬eÀceb 
¢<ìgced MekeÌ³eles~ yeeuekeÀe: ³egJeeve: Je=Ooe:®e efvepeefvepe 
ªef®ekeÀjb keÀe³e&&¬eÀceb ¢<ìdJee He´mevvee: YeJeefvle efJe%eeHe³eefle ®e~ 
Yeejlem³e yengmebK³ekeÀ: pevee: efvej#eje: DeefMeef#eleeM®e ®e 
meefvle~ meeOeveeYeeJes êJ³eeYeeJes ®e He$eHeef$ekeÀe: ¬eÀslegb meceLee&: 
ve YeJeefvle~
SleoLe¥ otjoMe&veb ceveesjbpevem³e cegK³elececed meeOeveb efJeÐeles 
Hejced otjoMe&vesve ³eefo mJemLeb keÀuHeveeMeerueb efMe#eeHe´ob ®e 
ceveesjbpeveb He´mlet³eles leefn& osMem³e ceeveJem³e meceepem³e ®e 
yengefnlekeÀjmeeOeveb YeefJelegcen&efle otjoMe&veced~ Dele: otjoMe&ves 
He´mlegleb ceveesjbpeveb efMe#eeHe´ob keÀe³e&¬eÀceb Jee veweflekeÀlee³ee: 
Meeruem³e ®e ³eLee yeeOekebÀ ve m³eeled leLee He´³eleveer³eced~

Hawan & Farewell
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Say Cheese...

Saanvi Desai VII Lily

Shristi Chatterjee XII Aster

Anushka Agarwal X Rose

Shristi Chatterjee XII Aster
Soumitra Gokral VII Lily

Shravani Singh XI Aster Sanya Goenka X Lily

Shinjini Bigharia XI Lily
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